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PREFACE .6

Books are a unique medium for transmitting ideas and for encour-
aging reflective and long-lasting mutual understanding. As pub-
lishing coksultant and retired presidentof the McGraw-Hill Book
Company Curtis G. Benjamin emphasizes in this study prepared
for the Center for the Book in the Library of Congress, books are
keys to cultural development, catalysts to trade, and unparalleled
(but "neglected") ambassadors of American culture. The center is
pleased to make Mr. Benjamin's valuable report available to a
wide audience.

The "Benjamin report:' as it came to be called during discus-
sions, points out the need for a new international outlook on the
part of the entire U.S. publishing community. A renewed coopera-
tive approach, which would bring disparate parts of the U.S. book
community together in common cause, would help fulfill the im-
mediate educational and economic needs of Third World coun-
tries. Such cooperative endeavors will remain equally essential in
the decades ahead as the international publishing environment is
tilhsformed by global telecommunications networks, cooperative
international library agreements, and multinational electronic
publishing.

What of the book in this new environment? Or, for that mat-
ter, in today's environment, where, as Curtis Benjamin points
out, the perception of America by most Third World countries is
formed by Amerigan television, movies, and musicand not by
American books. This serious problim -fortunately is receiving
increased attention. For example, in "Selling America in the Mar-

.
ketplace ofIdeas" in the March 20, 19&3, issue of the New York
Times Magazine, former ambassador Richard N. Gardner as-
serts that our government's comparative neglect of its overseas
book, educational, and cultural programs denies our foreign. pol-
icy "one of our greatest sources of strength as a nation,"

The role of the book in the future, nationally'anif
ally, is a prime concern of the Center for the Book in.the Library
of Congress. Established by Act Of Congress in 1977, the center
works closely with organizations outside the Library of Congress
to promote 'reading and to enhajice appreciation of the book and
the printed word in the past, piresent, and future. It is an infor-
mal, voluntary organization; funded primarily by private contri-

(I
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butioits. As'a nonpartisan body...with no official conrection to the .
publishing community, and no official government policy role, the
center was the appropriate.sponsor for a discussion of a prelimi-
nary version of the Benjamin report on April 11, 1983.

Members of the United States. Information Agency (USIA)
Book and Library Advisory Committee were special guests at thee
meeting, which took place at the Library of Congress and is de
scribed in the June 6, 1983, issue of the Library of Congress
Information Bulletin. Other participaics included members of
the advisor)) committee for the Benjamin report, representatives
of the International Division of the Assoiddon of American Pub-
lishers (AAP), and staff members from USIA and the Library,
of Congress. ,

Participants urged that the Ber!anfn report, with minor 'revi-
sions, be published. They also discussed the not:for-profit private-'
sector organization proposed by Benjamin (Part 10), pluticularly
the respective roles of the private sector and the government in
promoting U.S. books abroad. Are the interests of the private
sector and the government identical? Different? Compatible?
What is the role of the AAP's International Division? Of the
USIA itself? These questions remain. There was agreement,
however, that the closest cooperation among U.S. publishers,edu-
cators, librarians, members of professional societies, government
officials, and officers of multinational commercial firms is needed.
if books are to play their vital role in enlarging an understanding
of American culture.

It should be noted, finally, that U:S. Books Abroad: Neglected
Ambassador, is not a comprehensive document. As the author
points out in the introduction, he has been selective in listing
organizations and in the regions of the world he has covered.

Movement toward forming the "National Coalition on Books
for Developing countries" proposed in .Part 10 of the Benjamin
study has begun. A small group of publishers has met to consider
establishing an organizing committee and conducting a feasibility
study. The Center for the Book is delighted to have served as a
catalyst in this effort. Special thanks go to .Leo N. Albert for a
contribution that has made this publication possible.

John Y. Cole
Executive Director
The Center for the Book

vi
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PART 1
Introduction:

The Sponsorship, Purpose, Scope,
and Method of the. Study

Sponsorship. This study was sponsored by the International
Committee of the Center for the Book at the Library of Congress.
In its planning and execution, liberal assistance was given by
members of the International Division of the Association of
American Publishers and by several staff officers of the United
States Information Agency (USIA).(Tlie. latter organization was
known for a short period as the U. International Communical
tiers Agency, or USICA.) An .ad hoc advisory committee, se-
lected frtim the three involved organizations, contributed heavily
to the character, the substance, and the conclusions of the report.
(See Appendix H.) Thus the experience, knowledge, and judg-
ment of this smaller group are 'herein expressed as clear consen-
sus on most matters uRer consideration. .

Purpose. The purpose of the study is to provide a document that
endeavors to stimulate renewed and wider awareness, first, of the
dire need for U.S. books'in less developed countries, and, second,
of possible ways and means by which this need may be met, at
least partially, under present conditions at home and abroad. We
feel that a greater national effort is imperative as matters both of
societal morality and enlightened self-interest. A number of years
ago, Franklin D. Roosevelt aptly said, "Books are bullets in the
battle for men's minds." For de6des the British have enunciated
'and supported the principle that "trade follows the book." Both
ideas are today as valid as when they were first expressed: Yet
botn have been neglected, forgotten almost, in the United States
in recent years. All our major export-assistance programs have
disappeared because each has either fulfilled or failed its mission
or has lost adequate financial support. Probably the most impor-
tant cause of this retrogression has been the lack of a national
consensusor ,constituency arguing that greater distribution
oDirseas of U.S. books and other printed materials is very much
in the national interest. There has been no substantial action by
American leaders either in or out of government, to build a case

1
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Curtis G. Benjamin

. .

for the value of books in promoting mutual understanding among
varibua nations and their citizens. Americans generally appear
e.ontent to leave the field to others,-aseuming that foreigners will
learn about American society. values, and policies in one way or
another, without any specie ,:oncerted effort on the 'part of the
U.S. private sector or the government. The challenge and the
question are these:. Can a coalition be mobilized, and it so, ho*

. sl*d this be attempted? Certainly, the foundation for such al)
effdt has%been prepared. For several years a number of knowl-

- .edgelible individuals and organizations have been discussing the
issue, and the United States Information Agency recently pro-
claimed a new rationale and policy for its nook Program Division
that underscore the importance to the national interest of dissem-
inating serious American books abroad. (See Appendix A.) This
study takes up the challenge of this new proclamation.

pfScope. Although the study is largely directed to less develo d
countries, it does not Vleal iii equal force with the needs of all su h
countrs.9Several of the countries that Ore officially classified by
the United Nations as "devploping" are not in such dire need of

4 assistance. Indeed, a few of them are capable of supplying almost
- all their book needs. They have the necessary economic. resources

and publishing,sfacilities, but they have failed to give Nooks a
pfoper rating in their scales of national values and financial priori-
ties. Still others have been severely handicapped by war or civil
strife. For these reasons the study has attempted to discriminate
in a positive way wherever it seemed appropriate to do so. But it
must be understood that no attempt was made to define the
particular condition and need of each country, or even of each
region, that wants and deserves assistance of some kind from the
United States. (For further comment on countries classified as
"developine see Appendix B.)

Method. Given the limited time anti resources available, the
study had to rely largely on inductive methodology.' It employed
private as well as published records of past experience, and it
drew broadly upon personal knowledge of present programs and
problems. It synthesized opinions, judgments, and conclusions so
as to represent, as closely as possible, the collective thinking of
the members of the advisory committee. So the result's should be
taken More as a "White Paper" than a definitive analytical state-
ment. Still, the study offers much useful background information
and knowledgeable guidance for anyone who is interested in its

) 2
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Introduction

subject. It is hoped that it will help to generate a resurgence of
action by many organizEttions and individuals, both public and
private. .

As the reader will quickly discover, what follows was written
with a wide audience in mind. Hence, it contains much deseripr
tion, exposition, and explanation that will be.commonplaceper-
hapi even boringto specialists in the areas that it addresses.
Accordingly, (he specialist is asked to read patiently.

Plainly the advisory committee and its consultant are solely
responiible, for the views and opinions expressed nerein.

. o
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PART 2
The Faltering State .of 'U.S. Book Exports

Looking superficially at the available informatior. on export sales
of U.S. books, one would conclude, quite naturally, that export
selling has iflourished in recent years.hThe Department of Com-
merce (Bureau of the Census) reports fhat for the six-year leriod
1975-81 the compound annual rate of growth was 16.6-Pecent,
and the value in current dollars grew from $263 million to $592
million, or a gain of 125 anent. .

Lower export figures, but perhaps more reliable by'definition,
are those that have been issued annually by the. Book Industry
Study Group (BISG) over a slightly diffeirent six-year period,

----1174-80. (In these "Book Industry Trende reports, 1980 the
la est year for which actual sales figures are "given.) Here total
export sales values are given as $292 million for 1974. and $510
Million for 1980, a still healthful gain of 75 percent. The annual
rates of increase in this six-year period ranged from /6A° 14 per-
cent. F

Looking at either of the foregoing two sets of liish Sales fig-
ures, one's first reaction

who
exultation fol. the U.S. book industry

and for everyone else who is involved in promoting the distribu-
tiOn and use of U.S. books abroad. But when one pauses to con-

- eider the deflating effect of price inflation, the sense _of elation
turns quickly into dejection. For it is a fact that the prates of the
kinds of books that make up most of our exports were nearly
doubled in either of the periods under consideration. Obviously
this price inflation canceled almost all the reported current-dollar
gain in export sales. So "stagflation" has patently been witli U.S.
book exporters for rather a long time, and there are no signs
pointing to impro"ement in the near future.

Another somber facet must be added to the gloomy picture:
export sales, though pushed by steadily increasing numbers of
publishers, have trailed domestic sales by a good margin in recent
years. This lag has been a sharp reversal of the earlier trend,
when the growth of export sales in the 1950s and 1960s far out-

. paced domestic sales.
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The whole story of what has happened in recent years can be;
read quickly from the following tabulations. of sales figures from
the .131SP- "Trends" report. ' . .

Industry Sales in Current Dollars
All

1974 1980 Increi0e
$3,190,000 $6,220,000 95.0%Domestic Sales

Export Sales 292,000 510 000 .77.0%
'Ibtal Sales $3,02,000 $6,730,000 93.0%

'a

'144%.

(Export sales =8.4% in 1974 and 6.7% in 1980)

Industry Sales in Units (Copies)

1974 1980 Increase
01.1.1.

Domestic Saltis 1,409,000 1,6P4,000 20.0% I
Export Sa 112,000 , 113;000 0.8%
ribtal Sales 1,521,000 1,807,00Q 18.8%

(Export sales = 7.4% ir1974 and 6.2% in 1980)

In comparing the ratios between dollar sales and unit sale's in
the above tabulations, one must keep in mind the fact that U.S.)
books of the most exportabletypes experienced the highest rates
of price inflation. In 1980 professional and reference books and
college texts constituted about 60 percent of the dollar value of all
exports, while gene.ral (trade) books (both hardbound and paper-
back) accounted for approximately 26 percept. In 1974, the pro-
portions were about 57 and 24 percent respectively. The higher
acceleration of prices of the former types accounts for most of the
difference between the above, sets of dollar figures and unit-sales
figures, Anyone who isinterested in further details concerning
the types and relative amounts of U.S. books that sell abroad will ,
find in Appendix C an interesting analysis that is based on BISG
reports on, exports for.the yeArs 1974 and 1980. For convenience,

given types classification follows that of the statistical reports
issued annually by the Association of American Publishers
(AAP).

Now, a final clepr-eciatory fact that must be faced squarely: for
all their very high, built-in intrinsic values, book exports are ,

6
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,really very small potatoes in the commodity-value scale of total
U.S. exports. In the past few years, the dollar value of exported
books has ranged from 0.23 to 0.26 percent of the total value of all
U.S. commodity exports. These miniscule figures probably ex-
plain why so few of our leaders in government and industry have
shown real and lasting interest in the national importance of the
book as an export commodityan importance that is, certainly,
flu above its material dollar-trade value.

Although many public figures readily and stoutly attest the
great value of books as tha country's best ambassadors abroad,
this enthusiasm usually is eclipsed by larger and more pressing
interests. And, in truth, book publishers. by and large, have
themselves; to blame for the low position of their proddct in the
real scale of national importance. They have failed to convince the
general public of the importance of books in international rela-
tions indeed, all but a handful of them hde made ne effort what-
soever to do so. They have also failed to agree among themselves
on imperative qt,estions of policy relating to government assist-
ance programs. And too often they have been unwilling to accom
modate themselves pragmatically to the demands and limitations
that are inherent in government-financed support programs. Sad
to say, this lack of a concerted spirit of cooperation, connected
with a lack of undJrstanding of the imperatives of government
operations, appears to be largely responsible for the eventual loss
of most of the government support that book exporting`enjoyed in
the middle years of the century. And even sadder to say, exports
to less developed countries havy been the hardest hit by the
recent losses of that government support. This is, to be .sure, a
crucial matter to our country at the present precarious n -%!-- _nt intinternational ' lations. Signifi antly, other leading natio both
friendly and unfriendly, have lo no time in their efforts tc ;he
book gaps that %,- have left open to them. More will be said'
specifically ;thou. this later.

4
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PRT'3
The InfluenCe of

Multinational Publishing

The rise in multinational operations by several large U.S. pub-
lishers has helped to change the pattern and to diminish the level
of U.S.,book exporting. This development, though it has grown
steadily over the past twenty years, has been little noted by the
book industry. Perhaps its rise and influence can best be under-
stood in historical perspective. -

Before World War II, only a few U.S. publishers had even
limited interest in export markets. They were, with one or two
exceptions, producers of scientific, technical, and medical books.
Most of them had exclusive gements with importing agen-
cies in the major export m ets, namely, Canada, the United
Kingdom, Australia, Jap and the Philippines. Other foreign
markets, all marginal, w left to the three or four active book-
exporting firms, each of hich represented a good number of U.S.
houses. Publishers of' general-interestAPooks that had interna-
tional attraction usually licensed English- language republication
rights to U.K. publishers, who customarily acquired thereby ex-
clusive sales rights to all traditional "British Empire" markets
which meant, in effect, all overseas markets where English-lan-
guage books could be promoted and sold profitably. Such
arrangements were fully satisfactory to almost all U.S. trade
b publishers; they were preoccupied with their own large and
f growing home market. Moreover, this kind of arrangement
often was quite favorab! to the U.S. publisher because it encour-
aged the idea of reciprocity whenever a U.K. trading partner
came to other-way licensing of U.S. rights in an attractive new
title. Indeed, the idea of reciprocal trading still dominates the
thinking and planning of many trade book publishers on both
sides of the Atlantic. It partly accounts for theitet that trade
books as a class 'do not rank higher in the U.S. export scale.

With the advent of World War II, things changed radically.
Neither British nor German publishers could maintain their
strong positions in international markets. Consequently, most of
the world demand for booksand for technical books in particu-

9
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larshifted to the United States. Naturally, a good number ofour
publishers rushed in to meet this sudden demand, some boldly,
others tentatively. Thus they discovered for the first time how to
exploit export markets directly. In doing so, they discovered, also,
that exporting required specialized knowledge and much extra
effort. They found that marketjng and service costs were much
higher, and that risks were far greater. Further, a much higher
ratio of working capital to sales-volume was required to finance
dispersed inventory and longterm receivables. (The latter was
180 days or longer for export accounts, a painful contrast with the
customary 60 days for domestic accounts.) Also, most American
publishers had to learn, often painfully, how to deal with the
"funny-money" currencies of the world. ehow, a higher profit
margin had to be attaineda problem fo which a generally satis-
factory solution has yet to be found.

During the war years and those mediately following, most
of the larger U.S. publishers opened branch offices abroad. They
were lovated, usually, for sates promotiOi. and distribution serv-
.
i g'on a regional pattern. The specialized publishers of scientific,
technical, and medical bioks Kgain led the way. Their books had
built-in appeal for worldwide recognition of American leadership
in educational methodology and in scientific and industrial devel:
opment.

Most of these overseas branch offices flourished in size and in
their own resources. With this prosperity came the urge to start
indigenous publishing on their own. It was a temptation that
could not be denied by the more venturesome. So a few U.SdArms
became international,publishers as early-as thirty or fortars
ago. In time, the idea caught on more widely. By mid-century a
fairly large' number of American publishers, observing earlier
successes, had become internationally minded, and their export
sales had increased tenfold over prewar levels.

Then, in the 1960s and the 1970s, came the rapid development
of what was truly "multinational" publishing by the larger U.S.
houses. Many of their foreign branch offices were turned into
subsidiary corporationssome wholly owned, others partly
owned, depending usually on the law of the country of domicile.
Some of these "offshore" corporations became important, even
dominant, publishers for the local area while continuing to serve
as sales outlets for their parent companies. In addition to indige-
nous titles, their lists included translated or adapted English-
language editions; and in some instances they also produced pa-
perback reprints of their parent-company's textbooks and

15
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The Influence of Multinational Publishing

professional books.
The multinational pattern of overseas expansion,led, inevita-

bly, to acquisitions of foreign companies, many of which continued
-to operate under their own imprints as parts ref what were, orga-
nizationally, international "4onglomerates."

Through the two kinds of multinational growth processes,
several very large American publishers have become all but dena-
tionalized. Each of them has, in effect, several home markets and
many export markets. In a sense, all their markets are "over-
seas," which means that each of the subsidiaries sells the books of
all their "sister" publishing subsidiaries as well as those of the
parent company. Thus many former importing branch offices have
become in themselves sizable, exporting subsidiaries. And thus a
few large firms have created publishing and sales networks that
cover most of the civilized world.

By studying the 1982 edition of Bowker's Literary Market
Place (LMP), one finds that in that year thirty-two U.S. pub-
lishers reported ownership of eighty-two foreign subsidiaries.
Eight firms listed five or more, and three Heed ten or more. The
largest of these had fourteenten wholly owned, four partly
owned. Indigenous English books were published by six of the
fourteen subsidiaries; the other eight published only in foreign
national languages or regional dialects. Of the other larger
multinational firms, each with from five to ten subsidiaries, most
published indigenous English-language titles only in Canada, the
United Kingdom, or Australia.

As to the location of the eighty-two subsidiary companies, the
most favored countries were, of course, the same three: Canada
with twenty, the United Kingdom with fifteen, and Australia with
eight. These leaders were followed by Japan, with six, then by
India, Mexico, and Brazil with four each. New Zealand, France,
and the Philippines had three each.

Given the rapid increase in the number and size of offshore
publishing subsidiaries, accompanied by "incestuous" trading
'mong them, it was inevitable that much of the supply of books to
foreign markets would shift away from the U.S. parent compan-

For example, the largest of the multinational firms (the one
noted above) reported that in 1981 approxiroately 61 percent of all
its books sold in foreign markets were published abroad. (In 1974
the proportion had been 55 percent; ten years earlier it probably
was no more than 15 percent.) Another la! Te multinational pub-
lisher stated its 1981 offshore production at :.;() percent, while still
others reported from 20 to 30 percent.

11
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Further, with the growth of multinational publishing, many
U.S. firms have reported substantial increases in the "foreign"
portion of their total annual income"foreign" meaninein this
case, all offshore sales, p : I rly adjusted for intercompany trans-
fer of unsold goods. For 19 1;several firms reported such sales as
contributing as much as 20 to 80 percent of their total gross
incomethis while the book industry average was, as we have
seen, no higher than 7 to 8 percent.

The various regional patterns for organizing multinational
sales and distributive services follow similar lines. The Canadian
company usually serves all provinces:tut occasio9ally there is a
separate subsidiary company for service to French-speaking mar-
kets in the, eastern provinces. The U.K. company usually serves
the Britjah Isles and Europe (including the Soviet-bloc countries),
plus Africa and the Middle East. The Mexican company often
serves all of Spanish-speaking Latin cAmerica, but in some in-
stances a second, more centrally located subsidiary serves all
countries south of Panama. Brazil, also, is sometimes served by a
separate company. The Australian company usually serves New
Zealand, and often it serves Southeastern Asian countries as
well. The Japanese company serves all of Eastern Asia, but in
some instances it serves only Korea and Thiwan, leaving South-
east Asia for a Hong Kong, Singapore, or Manila subsidiary. The
Indian company usually is hard pressed to serve its own large and
complex market, but it often al ©o serves the adjacent smaller
national markets of that subcontinent. The People's Republic of
China has recently given promise of opening a new area market
that could keep book exporters of a dozen nations scrambling for
years. to establish favorably located trading beachheads. Indeed,
China seems to be the last regional frontier of international com-
merce on planet Earth.

At this point some readers have probably ,begun to wonder
why they have been given such a long account of the development
of multinational publishing. Just what has all this to do with ex-
porting U.S. books to less developed countries? The answers to
this question are really quite simple. Yet, as noted at the outset,
they have hardly been noticed, much less esplicated, either by
publishers themselves or by outside observers and analysts.

First, the large increase in offshore publishing of English-
language titles has taken a substantial competitive toll of the
direct-export sales of U.3. titles. In thousands of instances, U.S. r.
books (and textbooks in particular) have been replaced by books
published by U.S. subsidiary companies in Canada, or the U.K.,
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or Australia. This preferential reiticement has occurred on a
large scale, not only in the home markets of overseas subsidiary
publishing companies but in the markets of other Commonwealth
countries and in those of many former British Empire countries
as well. No one knows, or ever will know, how much this self-
competition factor has diminished U.S. direct-export sales, but

'anyone who is familiar with the worldwide picture knows that.the
loss is substantial.

Second, .a more subtle diminishing force has occurred in the
area of costs and prices. Increased intramural competitiOn has
often caused decreased sales of U.S. books, especially of high-
level textbooks, monographs, and professional treatises. De-
creased sales have caused smaller printings, and smaller print-
ings have resulted in higher unit costs and prices. High prices
have always been the bane of U.S. books in developing-country
markets, and this deterrent has become increasingly restrictive
in recent years. More will. be said later about the omnipresent
problem of big\li prices generally. .

Third, necessary but disliked mark-ups of U.S. list (catalog)
prices by foreign subsidiaries have added to buying resistance in
most overseas markets. Again, this is a subtle, psychological mat-
ter. SomehoW, many booksellers and most book-buyers seem to
think that they, should pay no more than the U.S. list price for a
book, no matter\where the publisher's source of supply is located,
he it New York o London or Ibkyo or Singapore. Naturally,,they
do not look upon a subsidiary company as being a regional im-
porteras a middleman, actually, who must extract a fee for his
services. Yet, as noted at the outset, higher margins are neces-
sary to -cover the higher costs and risks of exporting, and a mark-
up seems to be the only way that this can be done. It is hard to
say just how much this psychologicalTactoihas penalized the sale
of U.S. books in less developed countries, but certainly it has cost
a good amount of goodwill, if nothing else.

Fourth, the wide deployment of regional sales and shipping
services has made it impossible for book-industry statisticians or
the U.S. Department of Commerce or any other interested ob-
server to report anything but a scrambled and misleading geo-
graphical account of U.S. book exports. lb illustrate the point:
Company A requires all importers, retailers, and individual buy-
ers in the Middle East and Africa to order its books from its
London-based subsidiary, but alcsales to those two less developed
areas are recorded by the parent company as sales to the U.K., for
that is where the books were shipped originally. The same is true
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of orders sipped Co other European countries by the U.K. sub-
. sidiary. Obviously, the same kind of situation and result occurs

when Company B's Singapore tubsidiary serves all Southeast
Asian countries, or when Company Ots Mexican or Panamanian
subsidiary serves all South American countries. Naturally, this
kind of multinational regional distribution induces gross over-
statements of imports by the countries where subsidiaries are
customarily based, and egyally gross understatements ot pur-
chase by the countries th are served by the sAsidiaries. Some
publishers consider this distortion of export salee statistics to be
a trivial matter. Nevertheless, it does seriously mislead unin-
formed observers as to the true market potentials of many coun-
tries, and those of smaller, lesg, developed countries in particular.
Also, the distortion can harmtidly misguide efforts to organize
assistance programs for needy .countries on an even-handed ba-
sisa matter that lies'at the heart of thisotudy.

The reader who may be inclined to discti what has
,

here
been said about the recently burgeoning impact o multinational
publis4ing should cogit3te the fact that the large ten of our
multinational firms account for as Much as 70 to 80 percent of the
total "foreign" sales of U.S. book publishers. Yes, this new wave is
indeed high and powerful, and it is propitious to much of our
industry. Still, it has had certain subtle erosive effects that are
not altogether welcome:
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PART 4

The Impact of English-Language Publishing
(A, in Continental Europe

Here we should note another significant change in fOreign pub-
lishing. that has helped to depress U.S. book exports in recent
years. This is the advent of original publishing in English by
many of the larger Continental European, publishers, and by
those of Germany, of Holland, and of the Scandinavian countries,
in particular. Like the rise of the effect of multinational publish-
ing, this practice came gradually as a sea change that has been
almopt unnoticed by U.S. book publishers gnerally. Perhaps this
is because the practice has arisen almost exclusively among pub-
lishers of scientific and technical booksareas of, publishing that
neither seek nor attract much attention by the news media on
either side of the' Atlantic. .

The practice started in 1964 when Springer Verlag (by far the
largest technical publisher in West Germany, possibly the largest
in the world) experiniented with dual editions of certain high-level
titles, the one in German for the "home" market, the other in
English for export market k They soon found that, the English
edition often outsold the GAnan edition by two or three 0 one.
Later, they discovered that an English edition would sell about as
well as the German and English edition combined. Most buyers oI
their books, it seemed, could read each language with equa, ease.
(In fact, many university students preferred to biiy the English

--. edition--they could at. the same time learn the subject matter and
perfectperfect their knowledge of English, the lingua franca of their

academic world.) Thus, the leading German firm becartie in time a
publisher primarily of English-languac books. In 1982, Springer
Verlag, GmbH, produced over eight h ndred titles, of which 56
percent were published in the English guage only, and 6 per-
cent in dual editions.

Course, other large German technical houses were not slow
to catch on. Their progress in doing likewise cannot be exactly
measured, because Borsenverein des Deutschen' Buchhandels
E. V. does not publish the relevant statistics. But a knowledgeable
observer estimates that the seven leading German technical pub-
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lishers currently produce laetweeh 800 and 900 English-language
titles per year. Auther, this 'observer estimates that the seven
"biggies" account for about 70 percent of Utz total annual D.M.
value of West German book exports. Also, that between 70 and 80
percent of their English-language publications are exported.

Concurrently, several Dutch publishers followed suit briskly
and .successfully. With very limited markets for their Nederlan-
der books, some of them were soon into English-language pub-
lishing even more heavily than were the Germans. Their two very
large technical houses, the Elsevier/North Holland Group and the
Kluwer N.V. Group, now publish about 70 percent of their annual
lists in English - language editions only. And our expert European
observer estimates that the two houses alone currently account
for at least 60 percent of Holland's total annual volume or book
exports.

Moreover, several Swedish publishers have to be reckoned
with in this matter for they were closely on the heels of the
Germans. The largest two of their technical book publishers, Tan-
num end Munskgttard, each now produces a good portion of its
annual list in English-language) editions onlyabout 25 percent
for the former and 40 percent for the latter. And here again most
of the English-language product is exported worldwide.

Ifi summary, it is amply evident thatoseveral large publishing
houses in West Germany, Holland, and Sweden have emerged as
important producers ofEnglish-language books of high quality
and highly exportable character. When their large output is
added to the smaller outputs of such countries as Norway, Den-
mark, Finland; Austria, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and Switzer-
land (plus Japan, Singapore, and India), it can readily be seen that
U.S. book exporters have met with a new kind of formidable
competition. But here again it must be conceded thatItither the
force nor the result of this new competition can possibly be mea-
sured. Yet it has been a patently significant factor ir. diminishing
the dominant position of U.S. boots in many developing countries
of the world. And no doubt it had much to do with the fact that
the exported proportion of West Germany's annual book sales
jumped from 13 percent in 1970 to 30 percent in 1972, then tt 50
percent in 1982.
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PART 45

Major U.S. Assistance
Programs of the Past,

'1

The following descriptions of a few of the larger and more effe,c-
jstive government-aid programs oft.past years are offered with

three purposes in mind: first, to inform younger members of our
. book-interested communities; second, to refresh the memories of
older members about details that may have faded a bit murkily;
apd, third, to state or imply .the strong and weak characteristics

each program, 'so that something of current value may be
learned, perhaps, from hard experiences'of the past.

The Informational Guaranty Program (IMG). This was a pro.
gram whereby producers of U.S. hooks, magazines, Eats, musical
'recordings, and other informational media were abl to sell ,their
Tnsteriais in countries that were short of hard-c
exchange. Local "soft" ^urrencips were accepted, an convertibil-
ity into U.S. dollars was guaranteed, first by the E pear Re-
covery Program of 1948, them, by the Mutual Security Acts of 1951
and 1952. The International Information Agency (IIA) in the De-
partment of State ran the program until 1953, when it was turned
over to the newly created United States Information Agency
(USIA), which managed it for the next sixteen year

The IMG Program was established solely tG help overcome
foreign exchange barriers. Although its implicit relationship to
the government's economic and technical assistance efforts and
its obvious contribution to the sgmulation of foreign trade were
important, its basic purpose, ag4tated by the Congress was to
serve as an adjunct to the government's international information
activities. Thus its location in the Department of State was cer-
tainly logical. Had its main purpose been trade stimulation br
technical assistance, it would properly have been located else-
where, perhaps in the Department of Commerce.

The legislative language of the Mutual Security Act of 11'51
specified that eligible information "media" were aimed to in-
clude books -and other materials that "must reflect the best' ele-
ments of American life and shall not be such as to bring discredl
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upon the United States." Ineligible publications were those tkat
were patently lewd or salacious, or those that contained
propaganda inimical to the best interests of the Uhitecl States;' or
those that were of very specialized or "trivial" interest. Thus,
frqm the very fir.4.year, problems of opinionated selection and
censorship we Brent and persistent.,Protests from 'U.S. pro-

1., .

ducers and foreign purchaser were increasingly heard. Tipall in
1961, the USIA issued a list of specific materials that qualified or
the program. This list excluded all commrcial motion pict
plus several other classes of works- that had only entertainment
value. Naturally, movie producers and publishers of belle-lettris-
tic books,Arere resentful of these exclusions, and so were pub-
lishers of works of non-American background. Predictably, the
cries of "censorship" were intensified. The American Book Pub-
lishers Council sent a strong letter of protest to thp USIA, but it
was preemptively rejected. 'lb many, this seemed to be strange
indeed for a government that had alwiiys strongjy embraced the
tenet that responsible criticism is a hallmark of democracy.

Officially, IMG operation began with a bilateral diplomatic
agreement between the U.S. govetnment and that of the partici-
pating country. Based on this arrangement, USIA madeuaran-
ties to all U.S. exporters whose proposals to make sales in the
participating countries had the government's approval.

The guaranties were contracts between USIA and the ex-
porter., The contracts established the level of USINs liability to
the exporter, the time limits of the 6 .aranty, the typeS of materi-
als covered by the guaranty, and so forth. Thereafter, the ex-
porter pursued his business with importers in the participating
country in a normal fashion, protectedonly againit the hazard of
vccepting blocked currency in payment for sales. Upon receipts of
payment in such currency, the exporter applied to the akency for
conversion and presented his draft for U.S.Turrency. The'agen
then caused the exporter to receive from the Treasury a dol
check equivalent in value to the nonconvertible foreign curre y
proceeds of the sale, and the Treasury deposited the foreign cur-
rencies to an account where they were available for use (in ex-
change for appropriated dollars} by the U.S. government in the
participating country. The appropriated dollars received by USIA
in exchange for foreign currencies were deposited in a special
account and were available to underwrite additional guaranties.
IMG eventually operated in this complicated manner in twenty-
one countries. A list of them, together with a time span of opera-
tion in each, and amounts of funds contracted and actually spent
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.in each, id given in Appendix D.
Thahnically, T1RG was funded by pubic debt financing as op-

' posed to annual appropriations. Since the publishers paid a fee of
11/2 percent to participate in the ppe'gram, and since, as noted, the
purpose of-the program was mere currency convertibility, the
program theoretically should have been self-sustaining. The 'fres-
sury Department, however, took substantial losses on Subsequent
saes of depreciated foreign currencies ard charged the "differ-
ences" to USIA. At the program's termination, the agency had
borrowed from the Treafiury (or assumed the indebtedness) of
$31,620,170. It had paid back $9,509,170 (piiwide-dby Congress-in
appropriated funds), leaving a net borrowing of $22,114,Q00 still
on the Treasury books.

Payments to the publishers in nineteen years of operation
were $83,325,033. The agency's debt to the Tredsury of
$22,114,000, plus the appropriated $9,109,110, indicates that it

" cost the taxpayer 38 cents for each dollar the publisher received,
exclusive of administrative expenses from the agency's budget.
This led to charges of "subsidy" by congressional opponents of
the program. Although okly normal profits accrued to the pub-
lisher, the fact that the' U.S. government incurred "bookkeeping"
losses for private business transactions could logically, if not le-
gally, be considered a Cash subvention.

Another constant problem related to finance was the use of
the acquiired currency. Some needy countries felt that without
restrictions on the use of the funds, they were gaining no material
advantage in their balance of payments. For example, if they, lost
the dollar payments for local expenses of the U.S. diplomatic
missions and activities, and received instead the IMG converted
local currency, the U.S. government waq in effect paying expenses
in merchandisei.e., books instead of dollars. Many Observers
saw the justification for restrictions placed on the use of the
currency by the foreign government, but strong congressional
objection to a foreign country's ability to veto the free use of
funds caused the agency finally to refrain from enterifix agree-
ments where currency use was restricted. This preventea several
cvuntri. that were foreign-policy "targets" from entering into
MG agreements.

In tie epd, the sharply conflicting views brought, about the
termination of BIG. The eligibility standards continued to be
considered too liberal by some and too restrictive by othep.
8( me it was a govern,- Lent propaganda device, to others it was a
subsidy of commerc'al exporters, and to still others it spelled
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detested censorship. To some the funding method, seemed the
only feasible, way' to relate goveinment funding to normal busi-
ness operations, buC to many congressmen it appeared to be
"back-door" financing that evaded the original enabling legisla-
tion.

The method of financing finally precipitated the termination
of the program in 1'968. The Senate Appropriations Committee
had long voiced its displeasure that the agency was ablitesecure
funds froth the Treasury Without regular congressional appropri-
ations. So IMG was terminated, not by rescinding its statutory
authority but by cutting off funds for its administration. In the
agency's appropriation of FY 1967-68, the USIA was expressly'
prohibited from using any of its funds for salaries or any other
operating expensii of the programan easy and simple method of
legislated strangulation.

The IMG Program is now only an ambivalent memory to the
dwindling, number if people around the world who were involved
in it. Yet its modt.6 vivendi remain; very attractive as a way to
overcome what is still one of the biggest obstacles to exporting
books to almost all less developed countries. So, no matter how
the pros and cons may stack up retrospectively, it seems clear
that IMG was successful in several important respects.

It set a pattern for government and private-entetprise coop-
eration that did not undercut the regular flow of commerce.
Nor did it line the pockets of either exporters or importers.
--It made available millions of copies of U.S. books to needy
countries that otherwise would have had to go without in very
critical times.
It taught many American publishers the difficulties and im-
peratives of dealing with governmental political and regulatory
requirements. Hard lessons were learned on both sides.
It put to good use many millions of excess U.S. counterpart
funds that were blocked and deteriorating rapidly in value.
(Such funds still moulder today in several Third World coun-
tries, and in large amounts in India, Pakistan, and Burma, .in
particular.)
It provided a comparatively cheap means for subsidizing
overseas distribution of high-grade propaganda materials in
support of the goodwill and foreign-policy objectives of our
government.
Remembering the facts of IMG operations, a good many aging

publishers and a few "old hands" in Washington remain hopeful
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that a new (and much simplified) IIt1G-type progiqm will some-
, how and sopn be organized to meet the challenges that we today

as critical as they were in the two decades following World War IL

USIA Donated Books Programs. This book program, primarily
of the 1960s,,eonsisted of two elements: a peopleto-people effort
among private organizations, to fill the "book gap" abroafl in part
with used books, guided and supported by USIA; and a program
of assembling and distributing publisher overstocks, remainders,
and printing add-ons through USIA's own offices. In the private
group activity; USIA soon began to have questions about its in-
volvement in the distribution of unknoWn books in fullatowp con-
dition to, in some cases, unknoivn recipients. Resolving thosesis problems was not possible withoutconsiderable added cost to the
agency] L1 the mtd-19§0s, this borik distribution was disengaged
from other USIA activities, with the private'groupS urged to
handle the entire process through the private sector, including
shipping costs and deli*ry. USIA supportsince, except in a few
special situations, has been advisory' and facilitailve.

A quantitatively larger donated-book activity of USIA was
the acceptance of excess books from publishers and their distribu-
tion to Third World countries designated by publishers Is not
currently profitable-markets. Fei USIA, this activity yielded sev-
eral million books per year that were in good physical condition.
In addition, annotations of content were available from publisher
catalogs. Last, it was possible to deal with multiple copies of
single titles. The success of the program in the laroOs was por.ai-
ble, however, largely because of an Internal Revenue Service rul-
ing that allowed publishers a tax deduction of the '"fair market
value" of their donations. Most pUblishers, not surprisingly, were
quick to take. "market-value" as the retail price of a book, and
USIA had almost more books than it tould ship. But in a 1969
ruling, IRS defined the "fair value" of a donated book as thri
manufacturing cost. The donations soon plummeted as publishers
found more economic means of handlingspare books; and by 1982,
USIA was receiving only 100,000 books per year. Since 1981,
USIA has been studying ways of restoring incentives for such
donations, but without success thus far.

USIA Low-Priced Books in Translation (1956-60). In 1956,
USIA presented to Congress a low-priced paperback book pro-
gram and received an immediate favorable response to it. The
premise was that what was then beginning in U.S. publishing was
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applicable elsewhere, and that paperbacks in large editions would
sell at very low retail prices to mass audiences. Japanese, Chi-
nese, seven oi eight languages in India, Thai, Urdu, Arabic,
Greek, and Turkish were the principal languages chosen to launch
the program. 'Ib further emphasize the commercial nature of the
program, USIA subsidized these editions through a U.S. com-
mercial house.

Several problems beset the program: there were insufficient
book outlets for the books produced; the low retail prices did not
give the booksellers a sufficiently attractive mark-up; there were
questions as to how many books were actually printed, since the
U,S. 'company could supervise only infrequently on the scene; and
an overly high subsidy gave publishers little incentive to sell. In
1960, this program was terminated in favor of programs super-
vised by USIA officers who dealt directly, but not always ex-
pertly, with the foreign publishers.

USIA Low-Priced Books in English. The 1956 low-priced book
program concept also produced a program of full-length American
books in English"Student Editions"reprinted by American
paperback houses in the United States and sold through commer-
cial export channels at low wholesale and retail prices. Located
closer to home, the Student Editions program was able to re-
pond more quickly to the problems that caused the translation
program to falter. Retail prices gradually rose from 10 cents to 25
cents; print runs were reduced from 50,000 to 25,000 and on more
serious titles' 20,000 and 15,000all to adjust printings to the
demand through established international book channels. In
many ways these editions were ahead of their time, the audience
for which hooks in English are now in demand having only devel-
oped slowly over two decades of attention to education and liter-
acy abroad. In any event, other demands on USIA funds led to
termination of the Student Editions in 1964.

Ladder Books in Low-Priced Editions. More timely in 1957
was the Ladder Seriespaperback editions of American books
abridged and adapted in controlled vocabularies for readers of
English as a second or foreign language. Publication and distribu-
tion practices were the same as for the Student Editions, except
the Ladder Edition had the advantage of being salable every-
where in the Third World, rather than only in muntries like India
w here audiences were well educated in English. Wh, a initiated in
1957, the series was intended to provide readers with useful
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books on American culture at a level that the modestly advanced
English student could understand. But their linguistic structure
led to their adoption first as collateral reading and then as texts
for English courses. Probably it was the most successful series
that USIA had produced; approximately 70 percent of more than
nine million books published were sold. Despite increasing ex-
penses, sales receipts and marketing experience enabled USIA to
produce the books at 19 cents per book in 1975, compared to 25
cents in 1957. Limitations on budget, not'a decline in usefulness,
resulted in termination by USIA of its subsidy in 1975. In Korea
and Japan, fortunately, Ladder books were sufficiently profitable
to make possible reprints by publishers in those countries with-
out USIA financing. Similar situations may be arising in North
Africa and Southeast Asia. Such editions do help somewhat to
meet the worldwide demand for English teaching materials, and
Ladder books do continue to exist in some areas.

USIA French for Africa Program. The return of De Gaulle to
power in France at the beginning of the 1960s led to the rapid
transition of Francophon. Africa from colonies to countries. Bel-
gium also reacted to the trend of,the times by granting indepen-
dence to the Congo. Faced with new communication problems,
USIA responded by creating a French for Africa Book Program
in 1962. The Afm ican Regional Service Center was created in
Paris, and 800,000 copies of translated U.S. books were produced
in the first full year of 1963. It was soon found, however, that no
commercial system existed for distribution of the books to poten-
tial markets in Africa.

This lack led the USIA to an expenditure of some $400,000
more per year fo create one. It funded the cost of a Paris office
and a staff of five salesmen for a large American exporter. But
that arrangement did not work out satisfactorily for either sida,
so it was terminated in 1967, and the USIA undertook a new, less
expensive venture.

Since so much expense went into creating the initial distribu-
tion network, no additional funding was available for publishing.
Production in Paris began to decrease, from the first year's high
of 800,(X)0 to 748,000 copies in 1964, to 781,000 in 1965, and to
640,0(X) in 1966. By 1967 production was at 531,000 copies, and a
new distribution system was developed by a joint arrangement
between another U.S. exporter and a large French publisher. But
by 1979 production was at 67,000 copies, and financial support for
distribution was at zero.
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If the 1950s were a period of experimentation, the 1960s- p-*io-
duced considerably expanded USIA boolrprograms. One-country
language programs that had grown out of the 1956 low-priced
translated book programs were producing books in Korean, Chi-'
nese, Burmese, Thai, Malay, and soon, if not in large quantities,
then at levels that gave U.S. books a respectable presence in
bookstores of the countries where these languages were read. In
each case, the USIA post in the country now had full responsibil-
ity for its programs. The Chinese program eventually deVeloped a
"back list" of American studies that continue to be reprinted in
thirteenth and fourteenth editions.

But the most active translation program of the early 1960s
was a direct result of President Kennedy's "Alliance for Pro-
gress" in Latin America. Regional Book Offices were established
by USIA in Mexico, Argentina, and Brazil, and AID set up its
own offices in those cities to produce scientific and technical
books. Figures are not readily avaiYale on the AID program,
although it is known that perhaps two million books and pam-
phlets were produced annually in -the best years of the ten-year
duration of the program. USIA's program produced one million
books per year minimum in 1963 in both Spanish and Portuguese
and reached a peak of two million in each language in 1966. From
there, production began to be contracted under the same budget
structures as other USIA programs. In 1982, the two book offices
that remained iii Mexico and Argentina produced some 300,000
copies. Those offices now primarily identify and promote Ameri .
can books in Spanish published without USIA assistance.

Franklin Book Programs, Inc. This not-for-profit, private-sec-
tor organization was started in 1952 under the direction of a
board of directors composed of prominent educators, public offi-
cials, corporate executives, librarians, and publishers. Though it
was not publicly announced at the time, it was organized at the
instigation of the International Isiformation Agency (IIA) in the
State Department, which 'saw the need for a nongovernmental,
noncommercial agency to provide professional guidance and con-
tractual management of its projected overseas publishing ven-
tures. In fact, the IIA (which year later became the USIA)
wholly financed ,Franklin's starf-up costs through advance con-
tractual arrangements. A few years later, after Franklin had be-
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come largely self-supporting and had gained favorable recogni-
tion wirldwide, the initial government connection was "surfaced"
to the credit of the original HA initiative. Thereafter most of
Franklin's operating costs were financed by its own earnings and
by contributions from U.S. foundations, corporations, and inter-
ested private individuals.

Franklin's program objectives were: "(1) lb increase local ca-
pabilities througlikehnical assistance and training in the plan-
ning, production, a dissemination of educational materials at all
levels of developing societies; (2) To increase international ex-
change of knowledge through translation and copyright services,
stimulation of international trade, conferences, and exhibits; (3)
To strengthen marketing and distribution of locally produced and
imported educational materials; (4) To develop the reading habit
through reading-reinforcement materials; library development
and utilization particularly for children; assistance to literary
campaigns."

Starting initially at Cairo, and operating largely with the
start-up funds provided by USIA, Franklin assisted in the pro-
duction of more than four hundred translated Arabic editions of 7

U.S. books within its first ten years. It acquired transla on rights
from U.S. publishers for nominal fees, financed hi quality
translations, and then assigned translated titles to competent
local publishers who produced the books on a commercial basis,
with a reimbursing royalty paid to Franklin in local currency.
This pattern of operations was soon extended to other countries,
and within Ole initial decade some seven I wed other trans-
lated editions were published in the Farsi, U rdu, Bengali, Malay,
Indonesian, and Pushtu languages. ,-

From these starting programs, Franklin branched out by fi-
nancing and overseeing the production of new, modern encyclope-
dias in the Arabic, Farsi, Bengali, Urdu, and Indonesian lan-
guages. in addition, it assisted in the indigenous production of
textbooks, school magazines, audiovisual materials, technical
pamphlets, and higherlevel professional books and journals. In
later years, the planning and administration of local training pro-
grams became a major activity, sponsored usually by developing
country governments, especially those included in a Latin Amer-
ica country-to-country program that was started (but under-
financed) in 1976.

In its quarter century of operations, more than three thou-
sand titles were translated and produced through Franklin. For

t4
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all its programs, more than $100 on was expended in various
currencies. About $20 million of thig came &mil U.S. sources, and
only $600,000 was contributed in cash by the U.S. book industry.
The rest came from earned income and government contracts in
foreign countries. (Actually, the U.S., book industry had an even
cash ";lance with Franklin; our publishers received a total of
about. 00,000 in rights and royalty payments.)

In spite of this outstandingrecord of success, Franklin Book
Programs had to struggle for existence in the 1970s. Anyone who
is not thoroughly familiar v ith Franklin's history might well ask
how this could happen. There are several reasons why it did
happen, some of them sound, others false or factitious.

First, Franklin fulfilled its original mission in several coun-
tries by producing as many translated editions as national or area
markets could absorb.

Second, there were, inevitably, a few. cases of incompetent,
even dishonest, management of field offices. Naturally, they
caused a considerable amount of both lo6,1 and home-office disaf-
fectic n.

Third, in Iran and Afghanistan, Franklin's activity assisted
government-directed monopolies of textbook production, includ-
ing the design and operation of three new and modern printing
plants. This blocked private-enterprise publishing, which disqui-
eted a good number of U.S. publishers who had supported.grank-
lin's efforts in other countries.

Fourth, Franklin forfeited much of its U.S. government sup-
port by refusing to limit its sponsorship to books that were
strictly in line with U.S. foreign policy objectives as interpreted
by USIA program officers. Hassling over this point of principle
went on for many years. It was, in fact, a° sad repetition of the
IMG conflict.

Now, on balance, what can be said of Franklin's overall per-
formance? Well, those who sr both the rise and fait of Franklin's
fortune know that Franklin Well served the interests of our book
industry and our government; and that it served even better the
interests of maw book-hungry countries around the world, where
its model still enjoys much confidence and high reputation.

Although the Franklin Book Program was formally liquidated
in 1979, that was not the end of its good influenc3. Aside from the
millions of books published with Franklin's help, there exist,
even today, other. residual benefits. The most important are, of
course, the hundreds of Asians, Africans, and Latin Americans
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who were trained in the various aspects of book work. Another
great contribution was the evolvement of new concepts and meth-
ods .of cooperating with people in developing countries and offer-
ing them technical assistance in ways that were acceptable to
them as self-respecting men and women. So the Franklin experi-
ence should be kept freshly in mind. Its spirit and its basic ideas
can be revived usefully for other programs for other needy coun-
tries at later times. And here at home we can still benefit from its
valuable lessons of 'success and failure in organizing work be-
tween private enterprise and government agencies.

The Philippines: U.S. lbxtbook Production Project (TPP).
This project, which ran from 1961 through 1966, was probab137the
largest ever undertaken

Iby
the U.S. Agency for Intermtional

Development (USAID). t was planned to provide for approxi-
mately 80 percept of the basic book needs for public elembntary
and high schools. USAID provided manufacturing materials,
technical assistance (notably printing skills and supervision), and
down-time use of the USIA regional printing plant in Manila. It
also trained locally employed authors and instructional-materials
specialists. The Philippine government directed the preparation
and selection of the textbooks, contracted with private printers,
and was responsible for the distribution of the books.

The overall U.S. dollar contribution to the project was $4.4
million; the Philippine contribution was 65 million pesos ($16.75
million), including some counterpart funds generated by U.S. ag-
ricultural aid. In six years, the project produced nearly 25 million
textbooks for grades 1-12. Approximately half43f the eighty-seven

'10 titles produced were specifically written for the project; the re-
mainder were adapted reprints of U.S. titles. Most of the books
were extensively illustrated in four colors, casebound with cloth
covers, and meant to last a minimum of five years. ,

About 65 percent of the books were produced by the private
Philippine printing industry; thus the project had a major impact
on upgrailinx and providing needed work for that industry. By
the end of 1966, the Philippine government was facing an acute
economic crisis, and the Department of Education ran out of
funds for needed revisions, reprintings, and replacements. So the
whole project had to be terminated.

Clearly, the project was man d primarily by printers, and
good ones. However, it is not el whether manuscripts were
ever tested in classrooms before' oduction, or whether teacher
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training was part of the project. In fact, it appears that no one
ever investigated how effective the-books were in classroom use.

In 1975, when the results of TPP were briefly investigated in
the context of appraising a new flxtbook project for the World
Bank, no one was able to locate a i.:Agle complete set of the texts
or to determine what titles had ever been reprinted, revised, or
supplemented. By that year Philippine classrooms once again
lacked textbooks to a paralyzing extent.

Third Education Project for Indonesia. This was another inter-
governmental project that can be described as a sad echo of the
foundered USAID Philippine textbook project. It was planned
and approved in 1973 for initial financing py a line of credit with
the International Development Association (IDA) amounting to.
U.S. $13.5 mil& 1. (The IDA is an .arm of the W9rld Bank that
makes long-term "credit loans" to very poor countries only; its
resources and operating:methods are far too complex to permit
description here.) The total cost of the Indonesian -Project was
estimated in 1973 to be $40 million, but by November 1978 the
amount had increased to .$105 million, of which the greater part
by far was paid by the Indonesian governinent. Other agencies
involved in the original IDA credit-loan were the government of
Canada (largely paper supplies), UNICEF, and the World Bank.

.The enormous project had three primary purposes: (1) the
provision of elementary and secondary level textbooks of Ameri-
can origin; (2) improvements in teacher's education and classroom
skills; (3) strengtheiiing of the primary school inspectorate. It
would also encourage and coordinate curriculum development as
the writing and production of the new textbooks progressed.
From inception, it suffered from a tack of focus on institution-
building, on the development of professional publishing capabili-
ties, arid on tke training and retention of adequate staff. Little-
attention was paid to manuscript development, and the project
experianced continuous problems with the testing, production,
an_ d distribution of its Droducts.

In spite of these fail!....res, the project did produce more than
100 million books before its conclusion at the end of the 1978-79
budget year, making it one of the largest textbook projects ever
undertaken. Unfortunately, delays of up to two .years in produc-
tion schedules caused by slow financial and publishing procedures
(and no doubt ufirealistic schedules) caused considerable disloca-
tion in the concurrent training program for teachers. Nor were
books over delivered to schools on time for the beginning of the
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academic year. As with the Philippine project, considerably more
time and effort were spent on physically producing books and on

IVtthe taxing problems of ribution than on ensuring that the
texts were suitable fo dl sroom use and would be properly used.
Further, the project accomplished little toward developing pub-
lishing competence and toward building an indigenous publishing

,industry. , .

Joint Indo-American Thxtbook Program. There is general con-
sensus among Indian and American educators, government offi-
cials, publishers, and other informed observers that Indian
higher eduCation was well served by a major and generous U.S.
government-subsidy textbook reprint program carried on in India
during the decades of the 1960s and the 1970s.

Using surplus Indian rupee funds generated through the sale
of U.S. grain to the government of India during the 1950s, the
USIA launr.hed in New Delhi a textbook-subsidy reprint program
in the early 1960s. The Joint Indo-American Textbook Program,
as it was officially designated, ultimately produced over eight
million low-priced reprints of nearly two thousand American uni-
versity and polytechnic textbooks. Although official data on the
amount of rupee funds expended are not available, Information
gathered from several sources indicates that the eight million
textbooks produced during the twenty-year period cost between
$16 and $18 million (in rupees)or a little over $2.00 per copy.

Rupee funds were made available for this purpose under Pub-
lic Law 480 of the 83d Congress, titled the Agricultural Trade and
Development Assistance Act of 1954. This act allowed developing
countries to pay for purchases of U.S. surplus agricultural com-
modities in local currencies rather than in scarce U.S. dollars.
Such amounts paid and held in the account of the U.S. govern-
ment which were determined by the U.S. Department of the
Treasury to be in excess of normal needs, such as costs of operat-
ing U.S. embassies, could be used for a number of specified pur-
poses, as negotiated with host-country governMents, including
support for publication and distribution of textbooks and other
educational materials. Surplus or excess currencies proposed for
such purposes required specific appro,priation by the U.S. Con-
gress, just as regular dollar funds do.

The Joint Indo-American lbxtbook.Program was established
in response to a formal request of the Indian Ministry of Educa-
tion (MOE). At the MOE's request, a body was constituted to set
policies and to provide administrative oversight for the program.
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That body, designated as the Joint Indo-American Thxtbook
Board, was made up of officials of the MOE and USIA. Itis worth
noting that similar joint boards for Soviet and British low-priced
textbook programs were already in existence at that time, and
that they still exist today.

Policies established by this board provided for teview id
approval of textbooks proposed by Indian publishers; for royalties
to American publishers not to exceed 10.percent of U.S. list prfces
and subject to a 50 percent Indian income tax; for printing and
binding of the reprint editions in India; am ti for sale to Indian}
students at one-fifth of the U.S. list prices.

Once a book was approved 'by the MOE, USIA negotiated a
subsidy contract with the Indian publisher. (No contract was
signed, however, until the publisher produced a signed translation
agreement with the American copyright ow.ier.) Essentially, the
USIA contract granted direct subsidy support (normally 80 per-
cent of total production costs and 100 percent of royalty pay-
ments) and required the Indian publisher to produce the book
within a specified period of time, to price it at the required' low
list price, and then to promote sales actively.

As the program grew, USIA, funding became inadequate to
match the increasing requirements. Moreover, USIA questioned
whether it should be supporting growing numbers of textbooks in
the natural sciences and technology. I[s charter was (and is today)
to support U.S. foreign policy and to explain American culture
and its institutions.

For these reasons, the USAID Mission in India joined the
American "side" of the program in 1969 with $6 million in funding
support in three installments. Thus, AID became a cosponsor of
the Joint Indo-American Thxtbook Program, taking over funding
for all scientific and technical books.

Success of the dual program in India was due in large mea-
sure to the fortunate mix of large-scale funding; to careful, profes-
sional planning by Indian and American members of the board;
and, importantly, to the cooperation of Indian and American pub-
lishers. The support given by several joint IndctAinerican pub-
lishing ventures, established during the early years of the pro-
gram, was also a major factor. At least six U.S. publishers set up
these joint-venture firms with Indian partners. These firms pro-
vided badly needed editorial experience and managerial skill, and
they quickly formed the nucleus of a professionally experienced
Indian publishing base. Further, these Indo-Americanipublishers
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have continued to serve both Indian education and publishing by
producing many Inpan or Indo-American and coauthored text-
books.

It is significant to note that in the first year operation, the
PL. 480 lbxtbook Program sponsored the publication of only 19
reprint editions of American textbooks in some fifty, thousand
copies. After several years of experientz, and with greatly en.
Wanced funding in the late 1960s and the early 1970s, this output
was multiplied ten times over. In 4970, the peak year, 297 reprint
editions were published in 1.7 million copies. Unfortunately, the
Pak-Indo war of 1971 brotight a major break in relations between
the Iridian and American governments. One of the consequences
was a sharp decline in funding for the P.L. 480 Thxtbook Program.
Residual funds were used to keep the output reasonably high for
a few years.,But by the mid-1970s only a small number of reprints
was produced each year. It dropped to an all-time low of four titles
in 1981 (Appendix E).

Although the P.L. 480 Textbook Program, as described above,
may not be the pivotal factor, it is certain that with its decline the
import of Axnerican books by India has dropped steadily over the
past decade. It would appear that the time has arrived to resur-
rect the program in one form or anotter.

Association of American University Presses (AAUP). In 1965,
this association included almost all university presses of the
United States and Canada, plus the National University of Mex-
ico Press. From 1965 to 1976, the AAUP jointly founded and
operated with the National University of Mexico an imaginative
program in Mexico City known as Centro Interamericano de Li-
bros Academicos (CI LA), or Inter-American Scholarly Book Cen-
ter, as it was called on this side of the border. The highly laudable
objectives of this project as stated in part at its founding, were to
carry on the following activities:

1. Maintain an extensive exhibit or reference library
of important scholarly books from all American coun-
tries and in the various languages of the hemisphere:
Spanish, Portuguese,,,English, and French. . . . This
collection will be available for use by scholars, booksel-
lers who wish to examine books before ordering then,
publishers interested in translation rights, and the
general public.
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2. Purchase and stock additional copies of many
books for sale, thus conducting a retail bookstore in
connection with the Center. (Pew scholarly books from
the United States and even fewer from other- Latin
American scholarly publishers are currently available
in bookstores.)

3. Supply books at standard discounts to other book-
stores and to libraries, thus

standard
a jobbing agency

for publishers who wish io avail themselves of this .

service... . Discounts allowed to dealers will be suffic-
ient to enable them to sell liooks at the st;,ne price at
which the Center offers them for saie. . . .

4. Maintain a complete catalogue an l order semice
for cooperating publishers so that books not in suck
can be obtained: At present, a scholar frequehtly car, -
not purchase individual books published outside his
own country; problems of credit and exchange and lim-
ited or non-existent profit on small orders make this
sort of intellectual communication extreniely diffLult.

5. Develop customer lists and direct mail selling
methods throughout Latin Ameria. Direct mail, so
common in Europe and the United States (and indeed
the chief method of selling specialized scholarly
books), has been little used in Latin America. . . .

6. Work toward the development ofa Latin American
version of "Scholarly Books in America. Published by
AAUP, it is a complete quarterly destriptive bibliogra-
phy of all books published by member presses in the
United States and Canada. Its regular free distribu-
tion to libraries and scholars enables them to learn
quickly about books of interest to them.

7. Prepare lists and catalogues of books published in
Spanish and Portuguese by Latin American scholarly
publishers and utilize the E tional Directory (the
cooperative mailing service of NOUP) to distribute
these lists to interested scholars and libraries in the
Jnited States and Canada. 1,

K. Sell Latin American books directly by mail to
scholars and libraries in the United States and Can-
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ada. It will be an enormous boon to Latin American-
ists In this country to have a dependable source of
supply for scholarly books from Latin America. . . .

9. Provide informal advice on scholarly publishing
and on the establishment of university presses to
Latin American institutions which desire it.
10. Assist publishers to obtain translation right; to
scholarly books which they wish to publish in th it
own languages, or at least'to help thew find out w o
should be approached in connection with such righ

f.
4

From the start, CILA operated under the governance f a
joint board of directors, of which the Mexican members .were
appointed by the rector of the National University, the U.S. mem-
bers by the AAUP. The executive director and the assistant direc-

, tor were appointed, respectively, in the same way, and both per-
. formed knowledgeably and competentlyand to the satisfaction

of the book trade of both North and South America. Further, the
nonsales activities and services of the center proved to be of great
value to hundreds of scholars and librarians in both Anglo-Amer-
ica and Iberoamerica, and especially so to those of Mexico. And,
to the surprise of,many, CILA's sale of Spanish/Portuguese books
te.Anglo-America' outstripped its sale Of Effglish-language books
to Ibero-America. Quite clearly, this indicated that most Latin
American publishers of scholarly books had not known how to
exploit ready markets for their products in the United States and
Canada.

In spite of its auspicious early operations, CILA soon encoun-
tered finanCial difficulty. Its start-up costs had been financed by
grants from the Ford Foundation mid the Rockefeller Foundation
to the University of lbxas, which acted as the center's fiscal
agent. The two grants, made in January 1964, totaled $$20,000.
This amount was supposed to cover' operating deficit for four
years; after that CILA was projected to be self-supporting. But
this was not to be.

By the end of the second year of operations (1967), the central
problem could be identified: The revenue-producing activities
were not bringing in enough income to pay their own expenses
and that of the nonrevenue activities as well. But both the board
and the executive director felt that CILA was honor-bound to
continue the purely service activities to which it was committed.
This resulted, naturally, in a squeeze on budgets for sales ex-
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pense. So the project struggled on for several years with deficit
spending while the AAUP was seeking additional supporting
grants. None was forthcoming, but in 1969 and 1971 the two
original grantors gave additional grants 'totaling $55,000 for the
"orderly termination" of the center.

On reading the several reports of the AAUP delegations and
speci lists who went to Mexico to investigate the problems of

reCIL , one has to reach certain hard conclusions. ,

first, it was planned on a scale that was far too broad and too
costly foi its start-up fund and its potential operating income. It
attempted to do too much with too little of both money and staff.

Second, there was a fairly sharp and enervating difference in
basic concepts of purpose between the two partners in the ven-
ture. The -Mexican side appeared to think that the services to
scholars and scholarship were the main purpose of the center,
while the AAUPside seemed to look upon an increase in two-way
sales of schoiarly books as the principal goal. This difference kept
the two sides from working in close harmony, particularly in the
matter of budgeting 4erating expense.

Third, although CILA was a failure, its history indicates that
a more simply structured and directed similar organization prob-
ably ,could succeed in substantially increasing the flows of schol-
arly books between the two Americas on a self-supporting basis.
We suggest that this is something for the new generation of uni-
versity press directors to think about. .

Government Advisory Committee on Book and Library Pro-

grams (GAC). Although a history of this now defunct body may
not fit neatly under the rubric of this part of our report, the
purpose and accomplishments of GAC should be described here if
for no reason other than the value of such a summary as critical
observation alone. Certainly, the fifteen years of the committee's
operation brought many benefits and taught many cautionary

ti lessons that should be remembered and valued for years to come.
GAC was established in 1962 unaer the authority of the Ful-

bright-Hayes Act. It functioned beneficially until 1977, when it
fell victim to President Carter's edict on the abolishment of all
"nonessential" government advisory groups. Its demise was a
sore disappointment to scores of people who had observed the

.eommittee's very useful function at very low cost to the govern-
ment. All members had served without compensation, and its
operating expense, including that of a small secretariat (two per-
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sons), had been shared by USIA, AID, and the Bureau of Educa-
tional and Cultural Affairs. It had no operating programs or pro
jects. Its sole, function was to review and advipe on proposed, or
ongoing programs by federal agenciesa fact that was not under-
stood, most unfortunately, either by.the book industry generally
or within some of the government agencies that were involved.

Actually, even the genesii of GAC was the result of a funda-
mental misunderstanding. Attorney General Robert Kennedy
made a speech at the 1961 annual meeting of the American Book-
sellers/Association (ABA). He (or perhaps one of his speechlivri-

. tens) had read an article by a book publisher which deplored the
lack of communication and rapport between the book industry
and the officials wlko planned and managed the government's ma-
jor overseas book programs. The publisher had urged the need
for anadvisory committee that would meet regularly and serve as
a conduit for more information and better understanding between
the book industry and the government bureaucrats. In his ABA
address, Bobby Kennedy quoted the publisher's suggestion and
heartily endorsed the idea of organizing such an advisory commit-
tee. This endorsement was loudly applauded by his audience.

Immediately after the ABA meeting Kennedy asked Ed Mur-
row, the director of USIA at the time, to follow through. Murrow,
then well advanced in a fatal illness, passed.the assignment along
to his deputy director, Donald Wilson, who was on leave from his
regular job as general manager of Time, Inc. Thereupon, Wilson
asked the cited publisher to come to Washington for an informal
discussion. It was then that the fundamental misunderstanding
was discovered. Kennedy had thought he was endorsing the idea
of a committee of government officials who Would advise commer-
cial publishers on how and where to sell U.S. books in thedevel-
ping countries of the world. And he was particularly interested
in ways and means for distributing more Government Printing
'Office publications abroad.

In spite of the initial misunderstanding, it did not take long
for the book publisher and the magazine nublisher cum bureau-
crat to agree that the need for advice ran much more to the
government's side. They agreed, too, that a committee of pub-
lishers and booksellers should be organized forthwith. Accord-
ingly, the two conferees soon drew up an operational plan and
nominated prospective members, all .of which was quickly ap-
proved by Director Murrow and by Dean Rusk, then secretary of
state.
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. GAC's first meeting was held in the fall of 1962 with a mem=
bership of twelve publishers and booksellers, appointed formally
by Secretary Rusk for rotating three-year terms. From the start,
the committee reported to the secretary through the assistant
secretary for cultural and educational affairs, end it had offiCial
liaison with the director of USIA and AID. It was originally
concerned with book programs.only, A few years later, the com-
mittee was enlarged to. include librarians and its name was
changed accordingly. Appointed in addition were government ob-
servers from some eight or ten other agencies that had minor
interests in overseas book programs. Also, the directors of the
American .Library Association, the American, Book Publishers
Council (one of the predecessor organizations of the Association
of American Publishers), the American Booksellers Association,
the Association of American University Presses, and the Infor-
mation Industry Association were designated as appointed ob-
servers.

During the first two years, the committee met with its Wash-
ington constituency every other month, and thereafter it met
quarterly.

It should be emphasized that GAC was never given an official
agenda, neither did it have any authority for taking decisions or
making formal recommendations. Its sole mission was to review
and advise on projects and problems that were brought to it by its
constituent government agencies. And it did review all major
programs that were conducted overseas, and it did cause many
seemingly unsound proposals to be canceled. Further, while serv-
ing in this "watchdog" capacity in Washington, it kept interested
book publishers and librarians currently incormed on governmen-
tal' policies, plans, and actions that they should know about.

So much for the formal side of GAC's function. On the infor-
mal side, it set about se, mil more subtle tasks. First, it tried to
encourage all federal agi ncies to use the committee meetings as
an information clearinghouse and an open forum for discussion
and debate. Second, it tried to get all agencies to adopt uniform
policies and practices in their dealings with publishers and the
book tri..de. Third, it tried to get the major agencies to formalize
their policies and practices in written statements for the benefit
of the committee and of their own staffs in Washington and
ahrGad. Fourth. it tried to get USIA and USAID to adopt a
single. unified set of policies and practices for their separate deal-
ings with suppliers of services at home and with the foreign-
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recipients of their aid abroad. Although these infor-
mal were pursued doggedly for years by certain GAC
members, almost nothing was accomplished by their efforts. It
seemed that most agency directors preferred at heart to remain
free to go their own ways with as little regulation as possible.
Another serious hindrance was th,1 frequent turnover of top ,ad-
ministrative offices in most of the agencies. It is a matter of
record that in its first three years, GAC's liaison with USIA and
AID was with eleven different directors or assistant directors.
Indeed, a few of the morelleeting of these officials were not in
their jobs long enough to gain more than remote familiarity with
the purpose and the responsibility of the committee. But then, as
now, this seemingly constant change had to be accepted as a way
of life in Washington. Most agencies, however, were fortunate
enough to have more stability in their second and third echelons
of career administrators. They provided the necessary experience
and continuity to keep operations going without too much inter-
ruption or uncertainty.

Most of the old-timers who served as members of GAC now
agree that, despite its difficulties and limitations, the committee
had several desirable effects beyond its rot tine meeting-to-meet-
ing performance.

It clearly demonstrated the benefits of the continuous ex-
change of information and the sharing of experience among its
constituent agencies.
It educated many publishers and librarians in the ways and
requisites of governmental operations.
it provided its members with enlightening insights to how
government policy is formulated and manipulated.
It educated dozens of government administrators in the eco-
nomics of publishing. with particular reference to production
costs and distribution problems.
It caused certain reforms of government contracting and pro-
curement procedures that were of considerable benefit on both
sides.
It helped to check certain dishonest and costly cheatinYprac-
tices that were all too often prevalent and customary at the
receiving end of assistance programs in many countries.
It helped alert U.S. book publishers and librarians to the
urgent need for expert technical assistance to developing coun-
tries in building their indigenous book industries and library
systems.
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It constantly reminded the State Department of its first -line
responsibility for protection against copyright infringement
and. book "piracy" abroad and for active encouragement of
universal adherence to one or another of the several interna-
tional copyright conventions.
It saved literally millions of U.S. taxpayers' dollars by advis-
ing against the start of new assistance projects or for the can-
cellation of older ones that were, patently, too ineffectual or
costly for the benefits promised or realized.
An experienced observer might well say that any one of these

benefits prqbably was worth all the government's costs and all the
private efforts that Went into GAC's operation. But how can such
things be measured for either short-term or long-term benetits?

One thing, -however, can be said for sure: Many people who
were involved with GAC have been ased that USIA appointed
last year a new Book and Library ittee that will, perhaps,
be able to carry on where GAC left o in 1977.
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In recent years, no new export assistance p gram of large size
has been inaugurated as a replacement for of the past pro-
grams that have been described. And most o the few programs
that have survived, both public and private, ave wasted away
withered on the vinefor want of financial upport and aggres-
sive direction. In fact, very few still haysufficient substantive
worth to justify more than a summary mention in this report.

GOventme t Agencies Commissions

The United States In ormation Ag ncy (USIA). This important
but often neglected f decal agenp underwent a mutation for a
short period, 1973 to 1 when its functions were combined with
the Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs in the State De-
partment. The amalgam e. given a new name, International
Communications Agency..Theld name was restored in late 1982,
however, and the independenceand the legislated purpose of the
agency has since remained unchanged.

As in past years, the USIA continues to be responsible for
conducting informational, educational, cultural, and other related
exchange programs between the United States and other nations.
It currently maintains 201 postA in 125 countries. Support for
book and library programs is one important means by which
USIA fulfills its mission of increasing "mutual understanding
between the people of the United States and the people of other
countries." Major efforts include assistance in book publication,
translation, and promotion, plus the administration of United
States Information Services (USIS) libraries throughout the
world.

Since 1950 USIA has assisted publications of books on U.S.
foreign policy, political and social processes, economy, science and
technology, education, and the arts and humanities. Through Sep.
tember 1980, the agency had assisted in the overseas production
of more than twenty-three thousand editions totaling more than
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181 million copies in fifty-seven languages, including English. At
the present time, USIA's dwindling book programs work mainly
in the following languages: Arabic, Chinese, French, Portuguese,
and. Spanish. Small programs continue in Bengali,. Burmese, Japa-
nese, Korean, Malay, Thai, and Turkish.

The agency currently; maintains 131-libraries of various kinds
in 79 countries. They are known locally by such flames as Ameri-
can Cultural Center, American Library, USIS Library, Amerika
Haus, or Biblioteca Abraham Lincoln. The agency also lends sup-
port to libraries located in binational centers (autonomousiocti
institutions dedicated to the development of mutual understand-
ing between the United States and the host country). Although
the nature of . the libraries does 'vary from country to country
according to local needs and conditions, they generally include
collections.of books, periodicals, documents, and audiovisual ma-
terials, and they offer a variety of services that would not other-
wise be available in the host countries. USIS librarians also main-.
tain close contact with libraries and other cultural and
educational institutions in the host countries. In 1981, USIA ex-
penditures for library materials and services totaled $3.5 million,
including $1.5 million for books alone.

The peak year of USIA-"sponsored" production of books was
1965, when a total of almost 13 million copies were printed for all
language editions. In 1977, production had dropped to a total of
fewer than one million -copies, and it has, alas, remained well
below that level to this date.

Appendix F displays a historical record of the numbers of
copies of translated or reprinted editions assisted in whole or in
part by the USIA since the agency's inception. The numbers
apparently incluck copies produced in the Low-Priced Books pro-
grams (both textbook and Ladder Series editions) and in the vari-
ous P.L. 480 reprint and translation programs and probably those
in the many translated-book series produced by Franklin Book
Programs, but USIA has no clear record of what is included in
this compilation. It can be assumed, however, that the U.S. gov-
ernment did not pay a good part of the total cost of the 151.5
million copies produced under the USIA aegis.

Currently, U.S. government policy is to induce the private
sector to check the sharp decline in the USIA-assisted book pro-
grams for developing countries. Looking at the matter realisti-
cally, one has to question whether this policy can possibly be
implemented with more than minimal success, even though there
are signs of general economic recovery in the offing. Yet, there
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appears to be no doubting the argument that, at this particular
time, public policy does need much more private-see xr support
than it has had in the past.

Peace Corps (PC). Through its Information Collection and Ex-
change Center (ICE), the Peace Corps collects, reviews, and cata-
logs training and educational materiais for use by its overseas
field staffs. Also, it produces technical manuals and. distributes
them in large quantities; seven of them were printed and widely
distributed in 1980 on such subjects as agriculture, fisheries, for-
estry, conservation, and community health. In addition, it buys
specialized manuals from U.S.'commercial publishers and uses'
others supplied by various related-government agencies.

National Library of Medicine (NLM). This monumental informa-
tion center operates a Literature Exchange Program with ape
proximately four hundred partners in seventy-two countries
throughout the world. It deals largely in bibliographic publica-
tions and other kinds of secondary information service. It also has
a Special Foreign Currency Program that operates under, Public
Law 83-480, which allows the use of surplus PL. 480 funds to
finance scientific writing projects in seven cooperating countries:
Israel, Poland, Yugoslavia, Egypt, Tunisia, India, and Pakistan.
During 1980 there were ninety-five active projects in this pro-
gram.

Library of Congress (LC). Among the many informational activi-
ties of the Library of Congress are two that are especially rele-
vant to this study. The first is a large mutual exchange program
with ninety-two foreign governments, which serves some 13,500
libraries and other educational and research institutions. About
1.4 million U.S. publications are distributed abroad annually un-
der this worldwide program. The second is the Center for the
Book, a promotional organization that is housed and partly
Itaffed by the Library but largely. financed by private-sector con-
tributions. This relatively new public-private collaboration is ded-
icated to the enhancement of the general welfare of books and
their creators and to wider distribution and use of books, at home
and- abroad. Its purpose and various pro bono publico activities
have set a new pattern of government and private-sector coopera-
tion that could have, with sufficient support, far-reaching conse-
quences. The center's sponsorship of the present study is typical
of its current activity. In short, it can be assumed that in time the
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center's influence will be far more important than its currently
limited affluence,,

Intergovernmental Agencies

Organization of American States (OAS). The Organization of
, American States is an international organization established to
strengthen the peace and security of the Western Hemisphere
and to promote the economic, social, scientific, educational, and
cultural development'of its member states (of which there were
twenty-seven in 1981). The magazine Revista Interamericana de
Bibliogrifia, published by the OAS since 1951, is source of
information on books from or about Latin America or the Carib-
bean. It: includes book reviews,,, notes about authors, notices of
important meetings, and reports of research in progress. Also, it
lists new U.S. government publications about Latin America. .

The book, library, and publishing projects sponsored by the,
OAS Department of Cultural Affairs focus on promoting literacy,
developingimaterials for young readers and for new adult read-
ers, improving book distribution, aspisting libraries, and encour-
aging,eooperation among all parts of he book community. Several
of the major projects dan be described briefly.

The Inter;American Project on Children's Literature was es-
tablished in 1978 by the OAS Department of Cultural Affairs to
improve the textual and visual quality of books, to aid in* their
distribution and lower their cost, and to increase the world mar-
ket for Latin American children's books. The project sponsors
training for authors, illustrators, and publishers, and it has cre-
ated 'a network of documentation centers for children's literature
throughout Spanish-speakint Latin America.

lietween 1977 and 1981, the OAS Department of Cultural
Affairs funded two projects, one in El Salvador and one in Colom-
bia, both aimed at develOping ways to disseminate printed infor-,
rnation to low-level adult readers in poverty areas. Using experi-
ence thus gained, the department has financed a program in
1982-83 in Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua that will seek in
each country to coordinate publishing and information activities
relating to low-income populations.

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organiza-
tiovs(UNESCO). Book development has been an important objec-
tive of this well-known organization since its inception. Its activi-
ties have included guidance to developing countries in expanding
book production, promotion of the free flow of books throughout
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the world, publication of studies and reports on regional and na-
tional book needs, and the regulation and monitoring of interna-
tional copyright problems and practices. The main objective is to
assist all countries to achieve an adequate level of book produc-
tion, always viewing books as part of a larger, interrelated cul-
tural program.

UNESCO's publishing program includes dozens of items re-
lating to books and book development. Book Promotion. News, a
quarterly bulletin, carries news of regional activities, book fairs
.and exhibitions, and recent publications. Among its monographic
series, Books about Books, inaugurated in 1979, is of special inter-
est.

The general conference of UNESCO proclaimed 1972 as In-
ternational Book Year "to foctis the attention of the general public
land of] governments and international and domestic organiza-
tions on the role of books and related materials in the lives and
affairs of the individual and society:' A program resulting from
the experience and suggestiOns garnered during the year was
published in a booklet, Books for All, which aimed it promoting
"world -wide action in favor of books and reading." In 1982 UNES-
CO sponsored a World Congress on Books to assess,developments
since the Interriational Book Year and prepare recommendations
for future UNESCO programs.

Pan-American Health and Education Foundation (PAHEF).
Although this is technically an independent, nonprofit private-
sector organization (incorporated and based in Washington, D.C.),
its initial funding came in 1970 from a low-interest loan from the
Inter-AmericA Development Bank. In later years, this funding
has been supplemented substantial donations by a few U.S.
foundations and corporati s. But by making careful use of re-
volving funds, the corpo ion's book program has been largely
self-supporting.

The Medical Book Pro m was originally conceived by the
Pan-American Health Or ization (PAHO), with which the pub-
lic service directors of t foundation have worked closely in ars-
sisting universities and medical schools in twenty-nine Latin
American countries. Actually, the foundation was created because
the Inter-American Development Bank could not legally make a
loan to another international agency such as the PAHO. The
amount of the first loan in 1970 was U.S. $2 million for the medical
e eication program. This program was so successful that it was
extended in 1973 to nursilig education, an even more needy area.
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The nee and the operating principles for the original medical
book prog had been rationalized by the foundation's directors
as follows:

The fact that textbooks in Spanish and Portuguese
were not within the economic reach of medical stu-
dents adversely affected the teachintlearnibk proc-
ess. .

The goal, then, was to facilitate acquisition of cbooks
while students were still in medical school, and in the
process to encourage physicians to accumulate their
own basic reference libraries.

Analysis of the problem, led to a proposal for a re-
volving fund which could provide the capital needed to
conduct direct negotiations with publisherseither for
purchase of books in quantity or for the right to print
them independently. By ofteratiilg on a non fit basis,
holding down administrative costs, limiting the num-
ber of books included in %be program, and making each
school responsible for sales, storage, and record-keep-
ing, books could be made available to students at half
the regular market price. Cooperation, or at least tacit
acceptance, by local bookstores could be encouraged
by systematically restricting the program t6 under-
graduate medical students and not opening it to practi-
tioners.

By 1977 the book programs had far exceeded the goals estab-
lished in the original loan agreement. Rights to translate twenty-
eight textbooks into Spanish and Portuguese had been purchased
from U.S. publishers, and 335,000 copies of the translated edi-
tions had been sold through 146 participating schools. At that
time, the foundation reported that the publishers involved had
cooperated fully and had been pleased with the results. Also, it
pointed out that PAHEF had expanded the demand for books
among groups that previously had bought none at all. In effect,
the programs had "made the market," so that publishers were
able to produce in larger volume at lower costs.

Also reported was the fact that the foundation had purchased
more than half of its supply of books as regular editions of U.S.
publishers and fewer than half had been purchased as licensed
translations.

In the wake of the successes with the medical and nursing
programs, the foundation's assistance was extended to the. train-
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ing of the entire health team, including the technicians, mill-
liaries, and community health workers who were so n ssiry to'
serve remote population& that had never been adequate served
in the past. This wider ap2_.nsion was made possible by addi-
tional loan of U.S. $5 million by the Inter-American Development
Bank.

From every point of.viewthat of international public financ-
ing, of private-seetor governance and maagement, and of cotk
effectiveness in filling critical needsPAHEF can be taken as a'
model for similar organizations to assist educational programs hl
other professional and occupational areas such as agriculture, en-
gineering, forestry, conservation, communications, ant' behnvioral
science.

U.S. Private Organizations

The Asia Foundation. This is probably the oldest and the most
consistently effective of all the private organizations of its kind in
America. Founded in 1954, the foundation has its main office in
San Francisco and a branch office in Washington, D.C. Its board
of directors is composed of nationally prominent members who
have served well to guide the foundation's several operating pro-
grams and to help in keeping them financially solvent. .

Books for Asia is one of the larger divisions of the foundation.
At Novembei 1, 1982, it had shipped 20 million U.S. books to
educational and cultural institutions of twenty-two Asian coun-
tries. (See Appendix G for a-cumulative record of its donations of
books and journals for the years 1954-823..

The Books for Asia's home operating blidget- .has_ averaged
between $300,000 and $400,000 per annum in recent years. In
addition, from $600,000 to $700,000 has been supplied annually by
the foundation's central budget for: such expenses as offshore
shipping, staffing and maintaining the overseas distribution cen-
ters, and 4 share of overhead expenses. For many years, the
USIA has heavily financed the offshore shipping costs.

More specifically, during fiscal 1981, Books for Asia sent
636,000 books and journals to seventeen Asian and Pacific Island
countries. This total was about 24 percent less than the amount
shipped in FY 1980. The decline can be explained in part by a
decrease in book donations as well as by problems experienced in
shipping books to particulir countries. Actually, four out of every
five books,sent to Asia are donated. In 1981, Books for Asia
accepted donations of 517,000 books with a value of $4.6 million.
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Over 60 percent of thein came from U.S. publishers.
A 1979 IRS ruling concerning publishers' inventory tax

(based on the "Thor Power Tbols" case) hasiffected the pattern of
publishers' donations. There was a 28 percent reduction in dona-
tions from 1980 to 1981, a decline from 409,000 to 327,000 copies.

Another factor affected the quantity of books donated by pub-
lishers in 1981. Many. American firms are expanding their sales
efforts in Asia; and hence they are becoming increasingly' reluc-
tant to donate books to the foundation, for fear of injuring their
own sales. In the future, it will be necessary to accept restrictions
on the ultimate destination of books donated by publishers. It
appears that these restrictions are not likely to affect book pro-
grams in the People's Republic of China, however, or those in
certain countries of South Asia.

In addition to donations, Books for Asia purchases material
for overseas shipment. A primary source of these purchases is the
American textbook wholesalers (who also donate tens of thou-
sands of books each year)..DUring 1981, Books for Asia expanded
its contacts in this area, thus ensuring the steady flow of high-
quality used books (making up, in part, for the decline in new
bbok donations .from publishers).

Books for lisia had several notable successes in 1981. Most
significant, perhaps, was the dramatic increase in books shipped
to the People's Republic of China (PRC): 18,900 volumes, as op-
posed ,to 4,853 in 1980. Further, book shipments to Sri Lanka
increased threefold in fiscal 1981, from 15,639 to 48,768. And in
the Reput tic of the Maldives, Books for Asia sent the first general
shipment of 5,901 volumes. This single shipment more than dou-
bled that country's supply of books.

Shipments to Bangladesh were increased by 35 percent in
1981. The majority of these shipments were sent to the founda-
tion's office in Dacca for general distribution. Thward the end of
the fiscal year, however, large numbers of requests were received
from Dacca for special collections for particular institutions.

It is anticipated that the appointment of a resident foundation
representative in Pakistan will lead to a solution of the problem of
customs restrictions on the importation of books, which will en-
able Books for Asia to increase distribution in that country.

A final "success" was the Malaysia program. The quantity of
books shipped increased by 62 percent, to 44,839, making Malay-
sia the fifth largest program in Asia for the year. Of special inter-
est is the fact that a substantial portion of the. books sent to
Malaysia was composed of special collections for particular insti-
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tutons, such as the Bintulu Development Authority and the Uni-
versity of Malaya.

Under present conditions, given the drastic reduction or the
elimination of so many federal assistance programs, the Asia
Foundation can be taken as a prototype and model for the initia-
tion of other private-sector organizations of the same sort as
"gap-filling" efforts. Several such organizations do now exist, but
none of them approach Books for Asia, either in size or in effec-
tive aid to,their chosen areas. In fact, the Asia Foundation has
pioneered a track that may be not only the best but the only way
in which. other private area-interested groups or corporations or
individuals can hope to make a dent in the needs, even the mini-
mal needs, of the many developing countries that deserve U.S.
assistance.

The Brother's Brother Foundation (BRO. This Pittsburgh-based
. philanthropic folindation was established in 1958 as a medical

service organization. In recent years its education program has
expanded to include a major book distribution program. BBF
specializes in assistance by "gifts in kind," and its work is carried
on largely by volunteers. Its total program expenditure in 1981
was approximately $4.2 million. Over 95 percent of its financial
support comes from private sources.

Most American publishers readily donate overstocks and re-
mainders of superseded editions to countries that are too poor to
buy all the books they need. Between 1981 and 1983, BBF
shipped nearly four million books donated by American pub-
lishers. Most of its book donations go to the Caribbean and four
small English-speaking countries in Africa, but in 1982 a signifi-
cant program was undertaken in the People's Republic of China.

As its book program budget is under $100,000 a year, BBF
relies on indigenous institutions in the recipient nations to fielp
cover shipping costs and handle local distribution. Local recipi-
ents include government agencies, universities, religious organi-
zations, and civic groups. BBF also solicits, packs, and ships book
donations for other charities, including the Asia Foundation, t..E!
Foundation for Books to China, and the Pan American Develop-
ment Foundation.
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The Foundation for Books to China. The Foundation for Books
to China, based in San Francisco, has focused its efforts on the
People's Republic of China and works in cooperation with UNI-
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CEF, the U.S. Information Agency, and private agencies such as
Project Hope; a distributor of privately donated medisal-tett-
books. Since its creation in 1980, the foundation has shipped ap-
proximately five hundred thousand books to China. With help
from subsidized ocean freight rates from American President
Lines, the foundation expects to continue to ship substantial num-
bers of U.S. books abroad. Currently all distribution in China is
handled *by various government agencies and UNICEF repre-
sentatives.

Association of American University Presses (4AUP).
present, seventy-two, North American and four overIeas presses
are members of this organization. Its purpose is to sponsor work-
'shops, seminars, exhibits, and other similar activities that pro-
mote the welfare of univetsity press publishing and the sale of
scholarly books in both domestic and overseas markets.

In 1960 an International Cooperation Committee was estab-
lished. This committee organized and guided the Centro Intera-
mericano de Libros Academicos (CILA) project (described in
Part 5) from 1965 to its demise in 1976, More recently its mem-
bers participated in an international conference on scholarly pub-
lisling jointly sponsored by UNESCO and the University of To-
ronto Press that led to the establishment of the International
AssociatiOn of Scholarly Publishers (IASP). The AAUP has con-
tinued to foster IASP, as. well as supporting specific scholarly
presses in other parts of the world, through consultation and by
acting as host and coordinator for visiting scholarly publishers
from offshore. Through its for-profit marketing-service subsidi-
ary, American University Press Services, the AAUP also con-
ducts cooperative exhibits of its members' books at international
scholarly meetings and book fairs. American University Ness
SZrvices also conducts a program of cooperative advertising pro-
jects directed to scholarly and institutional offshore markets.

Children's Book Council, Inc. (CBC). This organization was
founded in 1945, as a not-for-profit association dedicated to pro-
moting children's books. Its membership consists of more than
seventy U.S. publishers of children's trade books. One of its major
promotions is the annual Children's Book Week in November. The
organization's publications, including Calendar, Prelude, and
Children's Book Week promotional materials, are of interest pri-
marily to persons in the United States and Canada.
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The council's active international program includes erving,
with the Association for Library Service to Children of the Amer- ..

ican Library Association, as the U.S. National Section of the
International Boaid of Books for Young People (IBBY). The coun-
cil acts as the U.S. secretariat for IBBY. In this cap, ity it sup-
ports the participation in IBBY .affairs of one children's book
publisher who- serves on IBBY's executive committee; it ad-
ministers the wirticipation of Americans in IBBY congresses.
Also, it sponsored International Children's Book Day in 1972 and

, organized Friends of IRK Inc., in the United States.
The CBC administers a program of deposits of children's

books in countries around the world. For several years the council
donated annual deposits of children's books to collections in Third
World countries.

National Research Council (NRC). This qyasi-governmentat or-
ganizatidn serves as an operating agency for the National Acad-
emy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering, pri-
vate societies of distinguished scholars that advise the federal
government in matters of science and technology. The NRC's
international work is carried out by the.Commission on Interna-
tional Relations, as well as by an advibory committee on the
USSR and Eastern Europe, by the Committee on Scholarly COM-
municationwith the People's Republic of China, and through the
administration of International Atomic Energy Agency Fellow-
ships. '

The Board on Science and Techi -logy for International Devel-
opment (BOSTID) of the NRC conducts studies that both exam-
ine. development problems of concern to a number of developing
nations and suggest ways in which US: scientific and technical
resources can help solve these problems. Additional studies, gen-

, erated by BOSTID's Advisory Committee on lechnology Innova-
tion (ACTI), concentrate on innovative uses of technologies,
plants, -and animals. in developing countries. The Agency for In-
ternational Development provides the primary financial support
for BOSTID studies.

The World Bank-Philippine Government Textbook Project. This
is another intergovernmental program that should be described
because it can have a large, long-range impact on U.S.-Philippine
relations in general a.: on a fading export market for U.S. books
in particular.
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In a sense, this project picked up, in a more realistic way,
where the failed USAID-Philippine project left off in 1975. The
current project was planned largely by an experienced American
consulting firm which has also monitored its progress. lb date, it
has managed, apparently, to avoid the major mistakes that crip-
pled the earlier USAID program.

The present jointly financed project was planned in two
phases: Phase I to run from 1976 to 1981, and Phase II from 1982
to 1985. Phase I was budgeted at U.S. $50 million for the produc-
tion of 27 million textbooks and accompanying teachers' editions.
Actually, 35.6 million copies of eighty-three titkIs were produced
and distributed by August 1982. Phase II was also budgeted at
U.S. $50 million for four years, but planned for the production of
11 million textbooks and teachers' editions per year over a ten-
year period. The World Bank will be involved in cofinancing for
four years only, however. lb date some 50 million copies of new
texts and secord editions of Phase I texts have been produced in
Phase II. Presumably, the Philippine government, will be able to
carry on without further World Bank financial assistance after
1985.

TIT terms and conditions for financing both phases of this
program require the World Bank to supply hard-currency loans of
50 percent of the budgets for the purchase of foreign publishing
rights and manufacturing materials, while the Philippine govern-
ment pays 50 percent in its own peso soft currency to pay local
salaries and other operating and distributing costs.

The project is operated by a Thxtbook Board Secretariat, a
publishing organization responsible to the Ministry of Education.
The board was set up under a concept of "institutional building''
as well as a policy and management authority. This is to say that
its mandate was to use a systems approach in its task of supply-
ing free textbooks for all Filipino elementary and high school
students. This has resulted in the building of a professional staff
of more than one hundred specialists in the various aspects of
publishingediting, testing, design, manufacturing, quality con-
trol, and distribution. Also, emphasis has been placed on an inten-
sive teacher-training program that helps to introduce the new
textbooks in classrooms.

Phase I of the project concentrated, coke naturally, on ele-

mentary texts on fundamental subjects ("the three R's") in the
native languages. Phase 11 has concentrated on high school texts
with special emphasis on mathematics, natural science, social sci-
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ence, and the language arts (the several Philippine languages and
English as a second language).

In passing, it should be mentioned that, in addition to the
successful Philippine program, the World Bank is financing, on
similar patterns, several developing national-textbook projects in
Africa and Asia, and to a lesser extent in Latin America. In all
eases comr .rcial publishers are helping and are bentating both
directly and indirectly. British and French publishers have been
working closely with the World BKik on these new projects, but,
strangely enough, U.S. book publishers have shown very little
interest in them. Perhaps it is a question of long-term versus
short-term outlooks.



PART 7

Assistance Programs
of Other Countries

As noted earlier, other industrialized countries have steeped up
their national programs for assistance to book exports, while U.S.
programs have been on the decline. Political, commercial, cul-
tural, and humanitarian purposes have been combined in various
proportions in all instances. And in all instances national govern-
ments have supplied the main initiatives and most of the required
financing. In the USSR, where by far the largest effort has been
made, only the central government or the constituent republics
have beeninvolved, there being no private sector.

A look at the assistance programs of five of the larger book-
publishing countries (all competitors of the United States) can be
helpful here in several ways.

We can learn concepts and methods that might be used to
strengthen our own faltering efforts.

We can observe that their gains in some placesand particu-
larly in developing countriesare inimical to our own inter-
ests.

We may have our traditional competitive spirit stimulated
sind revived.

Soviet Union. An urpublished government report estimates
that the total USSR propaganda effort is at present seven times
larger than that of the United States. This report calculates that
the Soviet Union spends the equivalent of $3.3 billion annually on
propaganda activities, including Radio Moscow's foreign service
($700 tnillion), the Communist party's international activities
($150 million), and TASS, the Soviet news agency, which spends
$550 million a year advancing Moscow's interpretation of world
events.

A report prepared by the USIA research staff in 1981 offers
the following insights into Soviet culturol and information activi-
ties.

Soviet efforts are the most intense and diverse in Sub-Sa-
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haran Africa and South Asia; less in Latin America, the Near
East, North Africa; and Western Europe; and least in East
Asia.
Among the countries where the USSR is most active are: all
SubSalwan African nations; India, Mexico,-Nicaragua, and
Peru; Algeria, Jordan, and Syria; Austria, Cyprus, Finland,
Greece, Italy, and Spain; and Japan and the Philippines.

The Soviets appear to concentrate more on scholarships and
academic or professional exchanges and on getting their view-
point into local media than on films, trade fairs and exhibits,
cultural exhibits and presentations, and cultural centers or
friends'lip societies.

Although academic and cultural exchange are concentrated
in nations of Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America, and South
Asia, media propaganda programs are much more widespread.
The report also describes more specifically the book activities

administered by the Soviets in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Soviet books abound at low cost in bookstores throughout
Africa. Many are translated into English or French and some
into an African vernacular. Translated editions usually are pro-
duced in the USSR; few translations are published locally else-
where. The books generally deal with Communist ideology,
scientific and technical subjects, life and the arts in the USSR,
and children's interests. Some books in Russian are distributed
in Africa, usually for language-teaching purposes.
Soviet book distributors have concentrated their efforts on
university bookstores, taking advantage of the scarcity and
high cost of textbooks from the West. Soviet book donations to
university, secondary school, and public libraries and to gov-
ernment offices are usually generous and frequent. Libraries
at Sovietxultural centers, notably in Ghana, tend to give books
away free In many countries, local Communist party organiza-
tions give Soviet books freely to radically inclined students and
teachers.

Soviet media-related activity, such as press releases and peri-
odical and book distribution, is by far the greatest in India.

Large numbers of pro-Soviet news pers and magazines are
circulated in India. Fifty publicatio s are put out by the Com-
munist party of India alone.
The Soviet foreign-trade organization Mezhdunarodnaia
Kniga ("International Hooks") manages an extensive distribu-
tion system for the import and sales of Soviet publications.
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Books are inexpensive, indicating a, large Soviet subsidy. Along
with Soviet periodicals, they are sold chiefly in the many Com-
munist-owned or sponsored bookstores. (People's Publishing
House, for example, fps a network.of bookstores that covers all
major cities and many towns.) Over five hundred Soviet book
titles are imported annually, and about one hundred transla-
tions of Soviet books into Indian languages are published each
year

Twentpthree Soviet periodicals (mostly in English) are sent
to subscribers and other recipients in India through USSR
Information Offices. Circulation figures are sizable-80,000 for
Soviet Woman, 75,000 for New Times. In addition, the Soviet
Embassy's Information Department publishes seven periodi-
cals in forty-nine editions, including English- and twelve ver-
nacular-language editions. Their combined print ,run in 1978
exceeded twenty million copies.

The Soviets also maintain a high level of activity in Latin
America.

Soviet books and pamphlets are readily available to those
who want them, at least in the capital cities. Most outlets are
private bookstores, usually located near universities. Commu-
nist and revolutioniiry parties frequently run their own book-
stores. For example, in Peru there are two or three chains of
bookstores run by the Peruvian Communist party. Mexico
shows the most striking pattern of book distribution, with six
bookstores selling Soviet books, plus many bookstands near
universities.

There are twenty-nine Communist-front publishing houses,
two of which are directly funded by the Mexican Communist
party.
As for the production of foreign-language books in the USSR,

two lar'e houses share this assignnient. Mir, whose name signi-
fies both "world" and "peace" in English, publishes books at all
levels in mathematics, science, and engineering. It produces
about 250 new titles per year, of which 80 to 90 are in English. In
recent years, the size of the English editions has been reported to
range from 15,000 copies for basic science or theoretical mathe-
matics to 50,000 to 100,000 copies for popular science books. We
have been unable to document annual printing figures fir En-
glish-language editions, but a reasonable estimate would be two
to three million copies.

The other foreign-langauge publishing house is Progress, a
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word signifying, the same in English as in Russian. It specializes
in social science ar4literary works and publishes from 140 to 160
books in English each year. Its printings are reported to be much
larger than those of Mir, and most are produced to fill direct
orders from ,Mezhdunarodnaia Kniga. It also copublishes many
English-language editions with Communist-oriented houses in
the "sister socialist" Spviet bloc countries and in several other
countries as well. Again, we have no recent reports on total an-
nual printings, but it seems safe to estimate the aggregate of
Progress to be at least four to five million copies per year of
English editions alone.

In comparing the export of Soviet cultural, educational, and
political publications with that of the United States or of any
other Western democracy, one should keep in mind several impor-
tant basic facts.

The USSR bureaucratic publishing complex operated by
Goskomizdat (the State Committee for Publishing, Printing,
and the Book 'Dade, which controls some 137 publishing
houses) represents the total output of Soviet books and period-
icals. There are no private-sector efforts by commercial pub-
lishers, by educational institutions, by professional societies,
by trade associations, or by foundations or other philanthropic
agencies. Hence, government-to-government comparisons are
riot valid, even though they do imply measures of national val-
ues and intent.
A large proportion of t'he English-language books produced
by the Soviets are used for instruction in,their schools and
universities. English is required as a second or third language
in all secondary and tertiary educational institutions in every
Soviet republic, and students often buy their own English
texts and reference books. We have been unable to get a reli-
able fix on the division between home-use and export of their
annual English-language book production, but it stands to rea-
son that home consumption must be quite highperhaps as
high as 50 percent.
The English-language books produced by Mir and Progress
are officially priced at 20 to 40 percent of the prices of counter-
part U.S. or British books. Generally, Soviet books are smaller
and decidedly inferior in physical quality, but this seems to
matter little to the masses of low-income book buyers in less
des:, )ped countries.

Julunarodnaia Kniga accepts payments in almost any cur-
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rency of the world, soft or hard. 'lb be sure, exchange rates are
arbitrarily fixed by' he USSR, and they customarily are fixed
in favor of other communist or socialist countries. The same
can be said of terms for credit. Naturally, these factors give the
Soviet books a big competitive edge over U.S. books, particu-
larly in Third World countries where U.S. foreign policies and

. commercial interests are rapidly losing ground.

Great Britain. The principal agency for.promoting the sale and
use of British books and periodicals overseas is the British Coun-
cil, which has functioned continuously and effectively since 1934.
It is purely a cultural body, an independent government-financed
agency, comparable with the B.B.C. Its purpose is stated for-
mally and simply: "The aim of the British Council is to promote
an enduring understanding and appreciation of Britain in other
countries through cultural, educational and technical coopera-
tion:'

The council's eleven programs are guided by continuing pri-
vate-sector committees, including those for Publishing, Libraries,
and English Ibaching. Fourteen offices are maintained in the
U.K., and eighty offices or operating agencies are located in for-
eign countries. For fiscal 1982-83, its operating budget was £77.9
million, and it vs scheduled to spend £64.2 million of promo-
tional funds provided by other government agencies, mainly by
the Overseas Development Agency. Thus, a combined expense
budget of £142.1 million was projected for the year.

'lb knowledgeable outside observers, all the British Council's
funds appear to be wisely and well spent. Its programs have solid
continuity of planning and management by professionals who are
experienceii in their assignments. There are no stop-and-go pro-
grams and no rapid turnover of political appointees at top execu-
tive positions, either at home or abroad. Small wonder, then, that
the work of the council goes smoothly and wins favor throughout
the world, even in certain countries where the British presence
may not be generally welcome.

Following are a few pertinent examples of the council's activi-
ties in 1981-82.

1.7 million books, 8,500 periodicals, and 20,000 films were
held in council libraries overseas.
--4.3 million books were produced by the council or with its
support.
272 exhibits of 77,000 books and 3,300 periodicals were sent
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to seventy-one countries..
2,200 books were sent for review to specialized journals in
thirty overseas counties.
£1.2 million was spent on book presentations to 805 educa-

4 tional and cultural institutions in ninety-nine developing coun-
tries.
Sixty-four advisers and consultants on British books and li-
braries were sent on overseas missions.
163,400' students studied various British-oriented courses at
council centers in twenty-nine countries.
A far larger number of students (263,400) learned English as
a second language with council help, either direct or indirect,
either in the U.K. or abroad; andbover fifteen hundred teachers
of English and advisers on methods of teaching English
worked overseas during the year.
The council offered a total of seventeen different courses in
English-language teaching, ranging from the simplest of voca-
tional courses to advanced technical courses. Special courses
were given for teachers of English from Algeria, France, the
-Netherlands (two courses), Portugal, Turkey, and the Soviet
Union (two courses). Naturally, all this teaching and learning is
of English-English, not American-Englisha matter of more
than surface importance, especially in commerce and industry.
These and other similar cultural and educational activities

were carried out by a staff of 3,908, of which 1,434 worked in
Britain and 2,474 worked overseas. Considering its organizational
stability, its operating policies, its financial resources, and the
size and professional competence of its staff, one can readily see
why many knowledgeable observers on our side of the Atlantic
consider the British Council to bl a model national organization
for its kind of mission.

Two additional organizations support the promotion of British
books o..erseas, though on a much stnaller scale.

The Government Board of Trade gives grants for assisting spe-
cialized exhibits and promotional missions that encourage exports
to target countries all over the world. These grants usually cover
the expense of travel fares only, but not living expenses -abroad.
Such grants are made to individual participants, whose purpose
and performance are strictly monitored. An exhibit has to be
certified by a trade association or professional society, and an
audit-report must be given after the exhibit is held. For example,
all British publishers Who exhibit at the Frankfurt Book Fair
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receive Board of Trade grants, but each has to report the value of
busineis transacted there before allowable expense is reim-
bursed.

ti

The Book Development. Council (B.D.C.) is in effect a division of
the Publishers Association (PA.). It has a full-time director and a
small staff who work closely with the British COuncil and the
Board of Trade. (In addition, two full-time officers of the P.A.
work almost exclusively for the B.D.C.) The work of the council is
organized by a number of regional committees consisting of pub-
lishers who are experts in exporting books to particular coun-
tries. All work to help their members with day-to-day export
problems; they are particularly concerned with controlling credit
and currency exchange matters.

There appear to be several reasons why the British are will-
ing to spend so much money and effort on promoting the sale and
use of their publications overseas. First, they value their culture
and their political institutions very highly, and they consider their
books and periodicals to be very effective ambassadors of enlight-
enment and goodwill to the rest of the world. Second, they have
historically had an "export or die" economy; hence they have
traditionally exported annually from 40 to 50 percent of their
publications. Third, British publishers for many years have
worked together selflessly and devotedly for the good of their
industry and the general benefit of their common product "the
British book," of which they are unanimously and justly proud.
Further, British publishers as a rule perceive no cleavage be-
tween "literary" books and "non-literary" (or "non-book") books.
They publish all kinds with equal enthusiasm and without the
fastidious distinctions that are observed by the U.S. book indus-
try. Perhaps the British attitude reflects the influence of their
ancient and prestigious university presses, Cambridge and Ox-
ford. 11) them a hook is a book, and each kind of book has its place
and value. Fourth, private-sector interests and government agen-
cies have also worked together for years in remarkably close
harmony and with clear understanding of mutual interests and
objectives.

Fresh evidence of the willingness of the British government
to work closely with the country's book industry was given re-
ently by the organization of an informal "All-Party Parliamen-

tary Committee on Publishing." Formed at the instigation of Al-
exander Macmillan, chairman of Macmillan, Ltd., and Clive
Bradley, chief executive of the Publishers Association, the com-
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mittee proposes to give the book trade "a voice in Parliament,"
according to a report in the January 29, 1983, issue of the Book-
seller. led, Rowlands, a prominent Labour member, chairs the
committee, and three other M.P.'s serve as deputy chairmen and
secretary. More than thirty additional members pledged their
support on thelay of the committee's organization. According to
the Bookseller report, the new group would sometimes be asked
to "act as firefighters, to ask questions, to 'bully' Ministers, and
help paper over the cracks which can exist between Government
departments, and make sure that our Kpblems do not disappear
down the drain."

Canada. Considering the size of the Canadian book industry and
how much of it is controlled by U.S. and U.K. interests, the Cana-
dian government is very liberal in supporting the industry at
home and in promoting its books and authors abroad. This gov-
ernmental assistance is available mainly to wholly owned or ma-
jority-owned Canadian houses, or to individual authors and edi-
tors of books that "increase public knowledge and appreciation of
Canadian writing." These limitations appear to be inspired by a

i4 spirit of nationalism, yet they clearly carry a heavy freight of both
cultural and commercial protectionism. Some outside observers
have charged that this exclusionary policy smacks of provincial-
ism, even chauvinism; others concede that it is justified on both
cultural and commercial grounds. In any case, the policy and its
effect have caused some regrettable divisions between the "pure"
Canadian houses and the foreign-owned or controlled houses, of
which some of the latter have long been domicild Canadian cor-
porations and are now among the larger publishers of Canadian
authors;

The largest instrument of government assistance to pub-
lishers and authors is the Canada Council, established in 1957 and
patterned, somewhat loosely, on the British Council. It is 'waded
by a twenty-one-member "public interest" board, appointed by

the government, as are its director and assistant director. The
council reports to Parliament through the minister of communica,
tions and is called upon from time to time to appear before parlia-
mentary committes, particularly the House of Commons Stand-
ing Committee on Communications and Culture.

Annual block grants from Parliament are the council's main
source of funds, but such grants are up lemented by income
from a $50 million endowment fund is by Parliament in
1957. The council also received substantial is in private
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donations, usually for specific programs.
Several substantial assistance programs are currently fi-

nanced and administered by the council. The given fundings were
for fiscal 1981-82.

- Block grants to individual publishing houses for general sup-
port during, the preceding calendar year. Over one hundred
such grants were made, twenty-one of them for $25,000 to
$68,000.
Grants to subsidize publication of approved manuscripts.
Twenty-one grants were made, ranging from $900 to $16,500.
Grants for translation of books by Canadian authors into a
foreign language other than French. Twenty-five individual
grants, ranging from $200 to $23,500.
Grants to writers and publishers' associations for genera
book promotion. Twenty-four gran* of which six went to pub-
lishers in a total amount of $890,000.
Grants to "pure" Canadian publishers' associations for gen-
eral operating expense and for special projects, conferences,
and annual meetings. Three grants totaling $149,000.
Grants to publishers for expenses of promotional tours
abroad. Forty grants, ranging from $170 to $20,600, in support
of some 120 individual "tourists."
Grants for the purchase of books by Canadian authors for
free distribution at home and abroad by the Association of
Canadian Publishers and the Association des editcurs eana-
diens. Books at wholesale value of more than $300,000 were
bought from 124 majority Canadian-owned houses.
Grants in support of the annual Canadian National Book
Festival. Four grants for differgnt purposes, totaling $265,000.
--Grants to finance public readings by Canadian authors in
Canada and in the United States. Approximately four hundred
grants totaling no less than $500,000.
In addition to the Canada Council's wide array of assistance

programs, several government agencies directly finance and ad-
minister specialized programs for the promotion of Canadian
books overseas.

The Department of Communications financed two programs that
are managed by the Department of Industry, Trade and Com-
merce. One is the Association for the Export of Canadian Books,
which pays from 25 to 57 percent of publishers" costs (not above
$15,000 for each house) for mailing catalogs, for free sample cop-
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ies of textbooks, for space advertising, and so on. The other pro-
gram finances one half of approved publishers' expenses of at-
tending certain international book fairs for the purpose of selling
republication rights. The latter department also helps to finance
special projects for the professional development of publishers
who are doing business in export markets. Neither of these pro-
grams is related to ownership.

The Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce directly fi-
nances a program called, Export Market Development. It shares
the costs of Canadian publishers' trade exploratory trips, of ex-
hibits at international trade fairs, of identification of new mar.
kets, of incoming foreign buyers' expense, of organizing export
consortia, and so forth. For the period 1971-81, some $40 million
was spent in support of this program.

The Department of External Affairs purchases book lid period-
icals for overseas book centers at Canadian eml. .ossies and for
schools in developing countries that are introducing new curricula
in English and French.

Given the foregoing compilation of evidence, who can doubt
6° that Canadians and their government have proper national pride

in their culture and proper appreciation of books as quintessential
expressions of the same.

France. Tfl French government has traditionally suppczted
comparatively modest programs for the benefit of overseas li-
braries and book exports. Such support has been increased, pre-
dictably, under the Mitterand government. The budget of the
Ministry of Culture (nearly 6 billion francs) was doubled in 1981,
and funding for the Book Division of the ministry was tripled in
that year. The fund for assistance of book export alone was in-
creased from 26 million to 40 million francs. Further increases
were made in 1982. Naturally, most of the avall-.ble funds for
overseas promotion are spent on Francophone A...,,can countries.

The Ministry of Culture currently has thirty cultural centers,
plus seven branch centers, in thirty-five African countries. Each
center ha.4% library with a French book collection ranging from
4,000 to 44,000 volumes. Several of these libraries maintain trav-
eling collections of fifty or more books that are alternated from
month to month.

Further, the Ministry of Culture, in collaboration with a nun.
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her of private-sector organizations, presents books generously to
national, municipal, and school libraries in Africa; the total for
1980 was over one million volumes. Most were low-level books of a
practical or vocational nature.

The Ministry of Culture also supports a number of depart-
ments or agencies for promoting commercial export of books. The
largest of these is the Office de Promotion de l'Edition Frangaise
(OPEF), which serves as an industry-wide Book Export Council.
Members pay only a token membership fee, but they freely sup-
ply much guidance and advice on the OPEF's various programs.
They organize and manage many general book exhibitions around
the world. They print and distribute catalogs, directories, and
ne bulletins of the book trade. They also organize missions to
help in the development of indigenous book publishing in the
larger c untries of Francophone Africa.

A si ilar but more specialized organization, the Association
Franc se pour la Diffusion du Livre Scientifique, 'Ibchnique et
Medical (SODEXPORT), also is heavily financed by the Ministry
of Culture, as is a still more specialized agency for the promotion
of the export of law books (SPELD).

In addition, the Ministry of Culture helps certain individual
publishers by gTVITtg.1 cash grants, on application, for spe-
cific promotional sche6ei overseas. Such assists usually are for
promotional efforts in nontraditional markets or for exploratory
sales programs of a doubtful or experimental nature.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs finances an agency called the
Association pour la Diffusion de la Pensee Francaise, which helps
the publishing sections of officially organized trade missions to
other countries, such as the recent missions to Quebec and to
China, where the agency made outright purchases of books and
paid the costs of shipping the exhibits. Further, the Foreign' Min-
istry allows its embassies in African countries to make periodic
purchases of "suitable" French books for free distribution locally.

The Ministry of Cooperation has an active but rather modest
program that subsidizes the purchase or adaptation of French-
language textbooks for students in elementary and secondary
schools in the former French colonies of Sub-Saharan Africa.

The Ministry of Communications makes an important contri-
bution in allowing all book shipments overseas to go at half the
postal rates of Other export shipments.

Finally, the Ministry of Foreign Trade, through its agency
Compagnie Francaise d'Assurances pour le Commerce Exterieur
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(COFACE), provides insurance at favorable rates for the security
of all book export sales.

In 1981, French book exports were 20 percent of total indus-
try sales. (In earlier years, the proportion was as high as 30
percent.) Considering the relatively small size of their export
markets and the very low level of purchasing power in most of
them, one has to conclude that the current French government is
both aggressive and liberal in its promotion of overseas dissemi-
nation of its books and other cultural and educational materials.

West Germany. The West,German book trade association (Bor.
senverein), working with the Foreign Ministry, has devised a re-
markably simple and effective cooperative way to boost, export
sales to certain neighboring countries that have special political
and commercial importance to the Federal Republic of Germany.
The "target" countries are Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and
Bulgaria. Under an arrangement with their Foreign Ministry, the
pubishers give extra discounts (which amount to price subsidies)
on sales to book dealers in those countries, and the costs of the
extra discounts are reimbursed by government payments made
through the trade association. The extra- discount allowances are
25 percent on sales to Poland and 15 percent on sales to the other
three countries. Thus, if Are Polona, an official import agency in
Warsaw, orders a West German book on which the normal dis-
count is 25 percent, the sale is invoiced at 50 percent. A copy of
the invoice is sent to Borsenverein, which periodically collects the
amounts due from the Foreign Ministry and makes payments to
individual publishers. The purpose of this quite si_nple arrange-
ment is, of course, to lower consumer prices and thus make the
purchase of West German books more attractive. West German
publishers report that this marketing strategy has worked
smoothly and economically and to the general satisfaction of all
concerned. Perhaps the Association of American Publishers and
our own State Department should try this German artifice as a
way to check the decline of U.S. book sales in certain Third World
countries that are of particular importance to us.
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PART 8

Deterrents to U.S. Book Exporting

It was stated at the outset that foreign markets are not easily
cultivated. In fact, all of them are difficult, and many of them
especially those of developing countriesare as uninviting as
briar patches. Now, more specifically, exactly what are these
prickly deterrents that are so often encountered? And just where
are they the most frequently found?

In order to get well-informed answers to these questions, we
identified fourteen deterrents, or impediments, that were sug-
gested by a group of U.S. publishers who are experts at book
exporting. Then the largest twenty of our book exporting firms
were asked to rate the seriousness of each of the fourteen on a ten
point scaleten points for the most serious, down to one paint for
the least serious. Thus we derived an opinion poll that we hope is
based on thorough knowledge of the problem and as dependable
as possible. The results are presented below in rank order, to-
gether with comments on the countries or areas where each de-
terrent is considered to be a serious factor.

1. A general lack of hareurrency exchange; not enough to
import the essentials of life, much less books, which are consid-
ered luxuries. All developing countries of South and Central
America, Southeast Asia, and most of Africa. India, Pakistan,
Burma, Argentina, and Nigeria were named as currently particu-
lar problem countries. (Rated KO)

2. Official limitations placed on hard-currency exchange for
books and similar products; some exchanges available, but other
kinds of imports take precedence. Here China, Thailand, Nigeria
Brazil, Chile, India, and the Philippines were named. (Rated 7.8)

3. Comparatively high prices of U.S. books. All developing
countries, including Southern Europe and certain Soviet bloc
countries. Egypt, Indonesia, and India were often si-led out.
(Rated 7.4)

4. Siow pay or 'net-eased defaults of export accounts. Most
South American and Southern European countries were listed:
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also Mexico, India, Pakistan, Nigeria, and Poland. (Rated 7.4)
5. Inadequate protection of copyright against large-scale pi-

racy. The principal offenders make a long list Taiwan, Korea,
China, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaya, Singapore, Philippines, In-
dia, Pakistan, Nigeria, and several South American and Carib-
bean countries. Obviously this is a serious problem that can be
remedied only by diplomatic action by the Department of State,
backed up by the Department of Commerce and the federal office
of the U.S. Trade Representative. Naturally, most publishers and
hook exporting firms think their interests have been neg 'ted
far too long by the responsible federal agencies. They feel that,
failing correction by adherence to an international copyright con-
vention, or by stronger police enforcement of the local copyright
laws, our government officials should press for simple bilateral
copyright treaties that will have force enough to command re-
spect and full compliance. They point to the USSR's final capitu-
lation, which came, seemingly, as a concomitant to the pursuit of
improved trade relations with the United States. (Rated 6.5)

6, High mark-up of U.S. list prices by many exporters, local
importers, and booksellers. This is a problem the world overin
industrialized as well as developing countries. As noted earlier,
every successful imp,,: ter must mark-up prices enoilgtt to cover
the costs of his importing and investment expense, yet many
foreign book buyers seem to feel that any mark-up at all is rob-
bery by a greedy middleman. And often enough the rate of mark-
up does border on robberyof a customary and reasonable sort,
to be sure. The. crux of the matter, of course, is how much mark-
up is justified in a given area. And here is where opposite inter-
ests and sympathies frequently clash shrilly. And double trouble
frequently occurs when retail booksellers put a stiff mark-up on
top of that of the importer. In some developing countries, the
double marked-up price is 50 percent, or even 100 percent, above
t he r.S. list when the book appears on the retailer's shelf. But
t his seems not to disturb maey booksellers who cater only to the
"carriage trade." A few high-priced sales will enable them to keep
shop only half the day. How can a U.S. exporter of the greatest
wisdom and goodwill change the nature or an indifferent or indo-
lent bookseller in Bangkok or Bolivia? (Rated 6.0)

7. F(z lire to allocate sqfficievt public funds for purcho,:e of
books and other cultartii materials. This is a well-known endemic
failure of all underdeveloped countries, and of some that are quite
prosperous. ((>ne of our respondents even listed the United
States!) In many countries it appears to be a case not of -guns or
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butter" but of "guns or education and culture." Clearly, it is a
problem for which only local political solutions can be found.
(Rated 5.4)

8. Imposition of duty or other firms of impost on importa-
tion of books and similar products. Several Latin American anti
Middle East countries, plus Australia, New Zealand, Indonesia,
Egypt, Nigeria, and South Africa, appear to be the biggest of-
fenders in contributing to what is, of course, a local deterrent.
The importers must pay the duty, and this adds to the prices of
and increases buyer resistance tomost types of books, Many
countries prohibit import duty on books by their adherence to the
UNESCO treaty known as "The Florence Agreement," but some
of them fudge this agreement by imposing an "added-value" tax
or some other form of impost on landed goods. (Rated 4.8)

9. The use in tertiary education of lecture notes "cribbed"
from US. books. This is a traditional practice in several areas of
the world, notably Latin America, Southeast Asia, and the Mid-
dle East. In each it has substantially crimped the sale of printed
texts and reference books, The notes usually are duplicated by
the lectures and sold directly to their students, often at prices
that are higher than those of available standard textbooks. And in
many universities of developing countries,. it is readily admitted
that students who can afford to buy the lecture notes have a much
better chance of receiving higher marks..Publishers cannot object
to this teaching method because it is, of course, an inheritance
from the classical method of European education. They can
rightly object to the flouting of copyright protection, however, but
this usually is not effective. In fact, many Third World educators
depend on the sale of their lecture notes as a professional prerog-
atiVe that provides a sustaining portion of their income. So, for
this deterrent, most exporting publishers wisely "grin and bear
it." (Rated 4.1)

ID. Taxation or other imposts on profits earned locally by
1 S. %porters, or on the transfer (repatriation) of earned sur-
pl uses. In a few countries, the rate of taxation ,of locally earned
profits tor of the repatriation of earned surplus by externally
owned minority interests) is so high as to discourage foreign in-
vestment in developmental projects. India is the chief offender in
this respect: its taxation is 50 percent of operating profits. Other
countries that have onerous rates of taxes on the export of profits
are Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina. Naturally, the governments of
these countries argue that they need the income, and that their
tax reduces the amount of U.S. tax paid. Nonetheless, the psycho-
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logical factor is powerfully negative in the minds oe U.S. pub-
lishers. (Rated 3.8)

11. Extralegal expense of undercover payments to custom
officials, dock foremen, forwarding agents, et al., used to speed
up import shipments. Making such payments is customary, even
necessary, in most Latin American countries, in many Asian
countries, and in some African countries. Without these pay-
ments ("Backsheesh"), incoming shipments can lie on docks or in
custom's warehouses for weeks on end. (Rated 3.5)

12. Increased competition from English-languag4 books
from other countries, notably Great Britain, Votst Germany,
Canada, France, and the Scandinavian countries. Although such
competitive books have increased rapidly over the past decade (as
noted in Part 4), they have not yet become a major factor except
at the advanced levels of scientific, technical, medical, and indus-
trial treatises and monographs. But even here the increased com-
petition has a special importance, because U.S. publishers of such
books had come to punt on exports for 50 percent or more of
their total sales. Faced with further competitive losses of over-
seas sales, U.S. publishers (and authors) may see their production
of such books sharply diminished in the future. (Rated 3.3)

13. Increased competition from audiovisual materials and
computer-based information and informational systems. There
is no such competition in any developing countries; and some, but
of no great consequence, in Northern European countries. These
modes as replacements of books appear to be causing publishers
very little loss of sleepas yet, anyhow. (Rated 2.6)

14. Increased national disaffection or hostility to U.S. vrod-
acts. Only Iran and a few Latin American countries were listed as
places where this factor had any importance at all. (Rated 1.9)

Judging by the frequency of "specific mention" of countries or
areas that are currently the more difficult for U.S. exporters,
three 'Oicei:al areas led by expected margins: South America (17
mentions); Sub-Saharan Africa (12 mentions); and North Africa
(11 mentions). Countries singled out as offering current obstacles
most frequently were: India (14 times), Nigeria (13), Pakistan (11),
Indonesia (9), Mexico (8), and Egypt (7). At the lowest end, Poland
and the Dominican Republic were each mentioned twice, and
Chile once.

It would be unreasonable to expect that any of the foregoing
fourteen deterrents will disappear in the near future. Rather, it
appears that some of ehem will become more onerus until world
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economic conditions have improved and tha widened gap between
"have" and "have-not" nations has been somewhat reduced.
Meanwhile, it is clear that both the U.S. book industry and cer-
tain U.S. government agencies should quicken their efforts to-

'IMAM improvements whenever and wherever opportunities
present themselves.
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PART 9
Whose Responsibility

Is It, Anyway?

Before discussing the question of responsibility for the welfare of
the U.S. book abr ,pad, we should review some of the many basic
values and uses of the book in a civilized societywith special
reference to Third World countries. (This litany is very familiar, of
course, to book publishers and libri .Mans; it will be obvious,
surely, to many other readers.)

lb put it broadly, U,S. books serve developing countries in
several ways: they stimulate and guide the development of natu-
ral resources; they assist basically in the developinent of human
resources; they foster better understanding of our beliefs, faiths,
institutions, enterprises, and modes of living in our vastly hetero-
geneous society; they cultivate the intellect, the spirit, the crea-
tivity, and the innate yearning of every individual for freedom and
opportunity to improve his or her way of life and give it more
meaning. ,

'lb put it from the U.S. point of view (that is, narrowly and less
loftily), the export of our books has various values to several
discrete segments of our society:

lb authors, they are the products of their talent and hard-
%on skill, of their.gifted imagination and their special knowl-
edge, even of their blood, sweat, and tears. Naturally, most
authors want the world to share the value of their inspired and
highly toilsome creations.
lb editors, publishers, and booksellers, they are products to
be perfected and manufactured, then sold as widely as possi-
ble. As explained earlier, overseas sales added to domestic
sales substantially reduce unit costs and prices of many kinds
of books. Indeed without the prospect of sizable export sales,
many very valuable sp "cialized books could not be published at
all.

businessmen, industrialists, and financiers, they condition
overseas markets and increase exports of U.S. products and
services. This is the manifestation of the classical trade-fol-
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lows-the-book credo. Further, for most multinational corpora-
tions and traders, books serve as invaluable tools for indoctri-
nation and training of the vast indigenous personnel required
for overseas operations.
To transportation companies, travel agencies, and interna-
tional hotel operators, they serve as indispensable directories. .)
and guideS on where to go, where to stay, what to see, and
what to buy abroad. Thus books stimulate tourism and help to
increase both domestic and foreign income and profits.

research. scientists and professional practitioners, they
are essential conduits for international exchanges of problems,
methods, discoveries, and sokitions. Here books serve univer-
sally to help break down even the strongest barriers to inter-
national cooperation and goodwill.
71) engineers, archit6cts, and construction firms, they often
are precursors to the winning of overseas contracts; and over-
seas contracts usually result in the specifralion Id purchase
of U.S. materials, machines, and operating 'equipment.
11, educators they help to qualify thousands of the better
foreign students for graduate study and research in the United
States.
Now, to the foregoing list of private-sector benefits, one can

add several categories of governmental benefits that are derived,
either directly or indirectly, from the sale and use of U.S. books in
Third World countries:

They smooth the path for the pursuit of our foreign policies.
It has been said often that next to people, books are our best
ambassadors of international enlightenment and goodwill. This
is especially true of the U.S. textbooks and professional bcoks
that are studied abroad by university students and other
young intellectuals. In most Third World countries, the revolu-
tionaries of today are leackrs of tomorrow, and the political
power of young readers can he ignored by a government only
at its own peril. Hence, in such countries U.S. book and espe-
cially U.S. textbooks at university levelare d' cted to the
hands of young men and women who are vi I to both the
futurfof their country and the future of r at ions between
thort country and ours. This is, to be sure, the thought that
F.D.R. had in trtind when he declared, "Books are bullets in the
battle for men's minds."

They serve importantly, as noted above, in the development
Of natural and human resources of all Third World countries.
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Thus they will help, indirectly and eventually, to relieve our
government of much of its perenially heavy burden of foreign
economic assistance.
They help in the same way to relieve the severe imbalances
of trade with the United States and thus alleviate the paralyz
ing shortages of hard currency in most Third World countries.
They are the best and most portable evidence of the cultural
achievements of the :United States. This is obvious, but the
need abroad for more knowledge and better appreciation of
American arts and letters is not as obvious as it should be to
many U.S. citizens. Our political competitors and detractors
strive constantly to build up an image of the United States as a
nation of materialistic, money-mad, ruthless "Yankee Traders"
who have tittle or no regard for the finer things of life. Books
and more books are, of course, the beat avaaaole antidote for
this denigrating propaganda. Anyone who has traveled widely
abroad knows that it would be a mistake to underestimate the
critical nature of this particular international battlefield of ide-
ology and political power.

A highly important general value of the exported U.S. book is
neither so evident nor so tangible as those just described. This is
its influence in maintaining English as the lingua franca of most of
the world. It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of
having and keeping English as the international languige of edu-
cation. science, industry, and commerce, or to exaggerate the
power of our books in keeping it so. Here again, there is far too
little public appreciation of this fundamental, far-reaching value.

Finally, it should be noted that, in the end, a book costs less,
lasts longer, and penetrates more deeply than any other means of
international communication of information and ideas. In all Third
World countries a book usually passes through the hands of ten or
twenty readers, or even more. Indeed, certain kinds of books are
handed down from generation to generation. The problem usually
clearly comes wish the ubiquitous first obstaclethe high price of
the original purchase.

Yet, despite all the contrary evidence and arguments that
have been cited over and over again, there still are many leaders
in both our government and our private sector who are convinced
that book exporting is no more than a commercial enterprise i,hat
should he able to look after its own particular problems. Natu-
rally, hook publishers and exporters look upon this view as being
not only uninformed and :.',,,rtsighted but actually against the
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best commercial, political, and humanitarian traditions of our
country. They know that, try as hard as they may, .they cannot
possibly muster enough effort and resources of their own even to
begin to fill the yawning book gaps that exist in all Third World
nations of the world. They know too, that several other industri-
alized countries, our rivals for trade and goodwill* are now over-
taking our leadership in assistingveloping countries to acquire
the kinds and amounts of books that meet their minima'. needs.
Further, they know that thouiands of other America-Ai with tan-
gential interests share their view ant) their present sense of anxi-
ety and frustration.

Sq it all seems to boil down to a matter of educating public
opinion. Increased hundreds of opinion-makers and purse-string-
holders must be shown that the U.S. book abroad is far more than
an ordinary commercial commodivthat it is, in fact, in the van-
guard of all our battles to improve our nation's present position
and its future relations with all countries of the world. Then the
conglomerate of true-believers must be organized nationally for
effective action as promptly as possible. For it is truly a national
responsibility and can be met only by a truly national response.
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PART. 10
The Future: A- Suggested Plan

Now, what of the futureas far ahead as can be seen at the
moment? What can be done to check the faltering role of the U.S.
book in developing countries? And what of the "uncommitted"
Third World countries in paiticular?

It seems quite certain thatofor the present, the challenge will
have to be met largely by private-sector initiative. Given the
current restrictions on nonmilitary federal spending, it is obvious
that new large-scale federal programs for overseas dissemination
of informational, educational, and cultural materials cannot be
expected in the immediate future.

So how can the private sector best mobilize interests and
forces to fill a need that is becoming a national embarrassment?
The best response, we believe, would be a coalition of the re-
sources and competence of the many, many private individuals
and organizations that have commercial or humanitarian inter-
ests in maintaining a strong American presence in the developing
countries that need and welcome our aid. The organization of such
a coalition would be, without doubt, a large task. But surely it
would not be beyond accomplishment by a public-spirited band of
informed and dedicated leaders. We believe that this kind of lead-
ership can be mustered under the right kind of sponsorship.

Bolstered by the foregoing beliefs, we urge the creation of a
nationwide initiative in the form of a not\for-profit organization
under some such title as "National Coalition on Books for Devel-
oping Countries" or "U.S. International Book Council:' Member-
ship would be drawn by invitation to individuals, institutions,
professional societies, trade associations, and corporations (public
and private) that have demonstrable interests in the objectives of
the organization (henceforth referred to simply as TO). Initially,
an organizing committee of, say, twelve members would be
formed. It should represent in equal proportions U.S. authors,
publishers, government agencies, and nonbook commercial enter-
prises that have large multinational operations. This committee
should be organized with the thought that it would become the
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central executive committee when the operating stage was
reached. At that stagO, '10 would be formalized as a nonprofit,
pro bono publico corporation, and thereafter it would function
autonomously.

The organizing committee should also elect a board of direc-
tors of some eighteen to twenty members for terms of four years
on a rotating basis. Thus the highly desired continuity of interest,
knowledge, and leadership would be ensured.

TO would be structured into divisions, perhaps as many as
twenty, each of which would represent a major kind or area of
international interest, and each of which would be free to initiate
and operate programs of its own with guidance and assistance
from a centralized professional staff. The following groupings are
suggested as examples of possible divisions:

1. Book publishers, booksellers, book exporters

2. Magazine and newspaper publishers

3. Broadcasting organizations and news agencies

4, Advertisers and advertising agencies

5. Retailing organizations

6. Manufacturers and manufacturing organizations

7. Extractive industries (oil, gas, chemicals)

8. Pharmaceutical manufacturers

9. Manufacturers of medical and hospital equipment

10. Mining, metals, and minerals

11. Food and food processing industries

12. Shipping and transportation

13. 'Navel agencies and associations

14. Hotels and hotel management chains

15. International sports organizations

16. International banking and finance

17. International accounting and auditing services

18. Educational associations and societies

19. Liquor and beverage producers and distributors
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20. Ethnic, nationalist, and world-area promotional groups

21. Trade unions

22. Ecological and conservation groups

As to the permanent governance and management structure of
'1'0, the following is suggested:

'Ibp government by a board of directors of twenty perso all
of whom have distinguished themselves and demonstra d in-.
terest in a discrete sector of To's general area of activity. The
members of the initial board would be appointed by the orga-
nizing committee and elected annually thereafter by the full
membership. .

An executive director appointed as the top operating officer
by the board.
Two associate directors who would report to the executive
director and would each have responsibility for one of the two
groups of services described below.
A business manager, who would also report to the executive
director and be responsib e for such functions as budgeting,
accounting, payroll, pe nnel management, furnishing and
equipment, and other rational details that customarily are
handled by an office manager.
All four operating officers would be supported by assistants
and staff that would be employed as needed.

The two groups of services to be managed by the two associ-
ate directors are:

1. Research, Planning, and Consultative SenrieeP. This
group would make contracted services available to government
agencies, to 'PO's divisional members, and to any other founda-
tion, institution, professional organize /ion, corporation, or private
individual that needs information and guidance in investigating or
planning a noncommercial overseas book program. Also, it would
provide consulting service for monitoring the operations of new
services. For each instance of such contractual services, TO would
bring together a team of experts recruited from its constituency
or from private consultants. Further: this group would supply
advisory service on specialized ancillary activities such as setting
up seminars and workshops, organizing exhibits, preparing bibli-
ographies and selective book lists, selecting effective testing and
training materials, and organizing language-teaching programs,
with emphasis on English as a second language. Here again, TO's
function would be limited only to providing needed information
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and guidance on available materials and outside professional com-
petence. .

2. Program Management Services. These services would be
made available to the same clientele on a contractual basis for the
management of new or ongoing projects or programs in TO's
areas of interest. Here again, a competent management team
would be recruited for each job, and each contracted job would be
made self-supporting by including all its direct costs, plus a rate,
of overhead expense to cover related general and administrative
services provided by TO. Similarly, TO would expand its. staff and
facilities only in pace with the growth in number and size of its
contracted programs. Operating service functions would be sub-
contracted whenever possible to professional organizations or
commercial firms.

TO's initial funding and continuing financial support should
come fromhree sources: membership fees, private contributions,
and income from contracted services. Appropriate annual mem-
bership fees (to be used for basic "institutional" support) might
begin at $100 for individual members and $1,000 for institutional
and corporate members. Foundations would be solicited for
grants adequate to cover startup expenses for the first two or
three years.

Our very rough estimates place start-up and net operating
costs at a maximum of $400,000 for the first year, $600,000 for the
second year, $600,000 for the third year, and $200,000 each for the
fourth and fifth years. Thereafter, all costs would be covered
completely by contracted-services income and membership dues.

As to memberships and dues derived therefrom, it seems
reasonable that, given proper sponsorship and an active organiz
ing committee of prominent people, no fewer than 600 personal
memberships and 100 corporate or institutional memberships
could be enlisted in the first year, and these numbers should be
doubled in the second year. If so, dues income would be $150,000
for the first year, and $300,000 for the second year. Thus, $450,000
of the $1 million start-up costs would be derived from dues in-
come. If additidnal income of $50,000 could be realized from con-
tracted projects in the two years, a balance of '$500,000 in founda-
tion or private grants would be needed. These are, to be sure,
large figures, but they are, we believe, realistic requirements for
mounting a significant private-sector initiative.

Further, it should be understood that the foregoing estimates
of required expense funding do no represent projected operating
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budgets of TO. Rather, it would be expected that these funds
together with overhead income from cr-tracted services might
amount to operating budgets as ligh af 1,6 million to $10 million
for the fourtli or fifth year. This would depend, of course, on the
extent of the stimulated use of the service facilities, which in turn
would depend largely on the state of the national economy.(

Now, a few concluding summary remarks about TO as it has
been conceptualized above:

It should be organized by people who are convinced that its
mission is A national responsibility, not a responiiibility of ei-
ther the government or the private sector alone. Without wide
recognition of this fact, it is unlikely that we shall be able to
check the diminishing distribution and influence, of U.S. books
abroad.

.

It should function as closely as possible on the operating
pattern of the British Council. This means that it should avoid
political influen and socioeconomic bias. It should not under-
take the manag ent of any program that is basically designed
for propaganda purposes, either overtly or covertly. .

Its divisional activities should follow the model set by Books
for Asia. In tact, that organization could serve as an ideal for
satellite divisional activities of TO.
It should strive for stability and continuity in the manage-
ment of both its central and divisional programs. This operat-
ing principle should apply especially to services performed for
the. government. And it should always be wary of factional
political influences that often can obtrude in governmerl prii-
grams.
It should encourage programs that are designed to provide
developing countries with the kind of books that they them-
selves want, not the kind that U.S. sponsors, either public or
private, think they need.
For top administrators and middle-management personnel, it
should employ only seasoned professionals who have had over-
seas experience or demonstrated technical competence. It
might will look first for such personnel among recently retired
publishers, editors, librarians, career diplomats, and education
specialists. The pool of competnt and still vigorous, retirees
grows larger each year.
It should work closely with the British Council and the Can-
ada Council on common-interest objectives, and with the book-
trade associations of the two countries. It should work also
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with the W-srld Bank component units and with other intergov-
ernmental ti.t en i es that share TO's interests and objectives.
Since pror timing is all-important to TO's prospect for suc-
cess, there s..ould be no effort to make a formal start undl the
U.S. economy has improved substantially and until thepresent
restrictions on nonmilitary federal spending have been further
relaxed. For the successful start of a national venture of the
size that we have recommentied, the morale of both govern-
ment budgeters and private-sector leaders needs to be consid-
erably higher than it is at the moment. Yet the United States
cannot 44ford to neglect its faltering position much longer. De-
cisions soon be made on whether the case will be won or
lost.

Meanwhile, if the quesdon of timing should be deemed too
uncertain, it wo,..ld be wise to form a smaller ad hoc commi.ixe for
the purpose of organ izing and funding a study of thejeasibility of
TO as a national initiative along the lines here proposed. This
would not rte a very large, or costly, or time-consuming research
task, and it would be at least a tentative step in the right direL-
tion.
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APPENDIX A
USIA BOOK PROMOTION AND

TRANSLATION PROGRAMS-1982

RATIONALE

Serious American books in English or in translation on themes of concern to
USIA are essential to the agency's mission in public diplomacy. Books have unique
qualities enabling them to provide foreigners substantive perceptions and insight
into American society anZ government policies which they can get in no other way.

'Ibday, such books face a major challenge abroad. Their distribution and read-
ership have declined steadily in the Third World for many years while there is
evidence that other nstions, including the USSR, have Increased significantly the
distribution of their books and, thereby, their philosophies.

POT XCY

The agency will promote significantly increased publication and distribution
abroad of books in translation and in English which support or help explain our
foreign policy, our instituVors, and fundarner" American values. These books
are intended for use in USIA programa, in braries, at appropriate foreign
institutions, and for sale to individuals intereste-" in the United States.

A special effort will be made to identify ant. promote those books which are
significantly relevant to current issues in international affairs and to immediate
USIA policy and programming objectives. Various approaches will bo used. They
include a thorough survey of American books published by U.S. and foreign pub-
lishers andSireir acquisition for use in USIA programming; the propotivi ales
selected by USIA for translation by foreign publishers (Usually Imported
guaranteed purchase of a certain number of copies foe' USIA); the din., publica-
tion by USIA of importar.t titles unavailable from other sources; the assemblage
of book exhibits on appropriate themes; and diligent efforts to encourage dura-
tions of relevant books from the American publishing industry for use with appro-
priate institutions and individuals abroad.

Agency policy also calls for increased cooperation with the American publish-
ing industry in an effort to improve the general distribution of American books
abroad. particularly those relevant to agency objectives.
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APPENDIX B
THE UNITED NATIONS ROSTER OF or

"DEVELOPING" COUNTRIES

In a publication entitled 7bwarda a World Economy That Works U980), the
United Nations classified 118 of its members as "developing" countries. It was
explained that the classification was made "by broad descriptions, not definitions."
In this context, it was further noted, 41. 'developing' and 'developed' refer to the
level of industrialization of countries and to a number of other indicators, including
the level of Gross National Product, and the structural diversification of the
economy." The subjoined official roster was produced under those guidelines. It is
a melange that defies definitional use in the present study, but the number and the
disparity of the nations included certainly are significant.

Afghanistan Ethiopia
Algeria Fiji
Angola Gabon
Argentina Gambia
Bahamas Ghana
Bahrain Grenada
Bangladesh Guatemala
Barbados Guinea
Benin Guinea-Bissau
Bhutan Guyana
Bolivia Haiti
Botswana nduras
Brazil India
Burma Iraq
Burundi Ivory Coast
Cape Verde Jamaica
Central African Republic Jordan
('had Kenya
Chile Kuwait
Colombia Lao People's Democratic Republic
Comoros Lebanon
Congo Lesotho
( 'mta Rica Liberia
Cuba Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

"Cyprus Madagascar
Democratic Kam, :heti Malawi
Democratic People's Republic of Korea Malaysia
I )emocratic semen Maldives
Djibouti Mali
Dominica Malta
Dominican Republic Mauritania
Ecuador Mauritius
Egypt . Mexico
El Salvador Mot

Equittoria! Mozambique
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Nepal
Nicaragua
Niger
Niger la,
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
ParsguaY
Peru
Philippines
Qatar
Republic of Korea
Romania
Rwanda
Saint Lucia
Samoa
Sao 'Tbme and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal u
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore

Solomon Islands
Somalia
Sri Lanka
Stnian
Suriname
Swaziland
Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand
'Ibgo
Trinidad and 'Maio
Tunisia
Uganda
United Ara Emirates
United Republic orCameroon

nited Republic of 'Tanzania
r Volta
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nezuela
Viet Nam
Yemen
Yugoslavia
Zaire
Zambia
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APPENDIX C
EXPORT OF U.S. BOOKS BY TYPES

(Data extracted from BISG Annual "Trends")

.1111

TYPe of
Book

Exports In
Vin.ilions

Percent of
Type

Exported

Percent of
Type to

Esport Utah

1974 1980 1974 1980 ion 1980
'Dade (Hardbound

and Paperback) . 59 6.0 4.8 11.9 11.6
Religious 6 18 4.3 4.1 2.2 2.6
Professional 93 178 19.5 17.7 31.8 34.9
Book Clubs 14 10 4.7 1.9 4.8 is 2.0
Mall Order 5 11 0.2 2.0 2.0 2.2
Mass Market

Paperback 34 73 10.8 9.7 11.6 14.3
University Press 9 16 19.6 20.5 3.1 3.1
School (K12) 20 24 3.2 2.5 6.8 4.7
College 56 99 11.9 10.L 19.3 19.4
Subscription-

Reference 19 27 8.8 7.7 6.6 5.3
All Books 292 510 100.0 100.0

Note: The types of book follow the classification used in the statistical reports
issued annually by the Association of American Publishers.



APPENDIX D
INFORMATIONAL MEDIA GUARANTEE PROGRAM

Inception to October 31, 1968

Countries
Program

Began
Program
Folded

Contracts Issued
($000 omitted)

Payments Made
($000 omitted)

Afghanistan 1961 1967 228 111
Austria 1949 1957 591 369
Burma 1958 1961 356 156
Chile 1955 1959 1,476 922
France 1951 1957 852 428
Germany 1949 1955 11,518 7,069
Guinea 1964 1967 80 32
Indonesia 1956 1963 7,788 8,163
Israel 1953, 1961 15,406 12,099
Italy 1950 1951 83 9
Korea 1962 1968 2,081 1,051
Netherlands 1949 1954 2,866 1,839
Norway 1949 1957 586 315
Pakistan 198g 1967 4,139 3,023
Philippines 1953 1961 17,914 15,384
Poland 1953 1968 10,892 9,732
Spain 1957 1960 2,644 1,800
Ildwan 1953 1959 1,881 1,284
Ilirkey 1956 1962 8,951 6,829
Viet Nam 1966 1968 5,927 4,917
Yugoslavia 1952 1968 12,283 9,789.

TOTALS for all countries 108,493 83,325
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APPENDIX E
JOINT INDO-AMERICAN TEXTBOOK PROGRAM

Number of Editions and Copies Produced (1962-81)

Fi 'CAI Year No. Editions No. Copies

1962 19 49,000
1963 34 88,900
1964 75 383,871
1965 146 493,300
1966 153 658,100
1967 164 595,600
1968 124 596,452
1969 212 879,173
1970 297 1,679,906
1971 78 329,330
1972 289 1,390,019

1973 48 220,744

19'74 61 172,002
1975 126 382,811

1976 39 183,129
1977 18 67,500
1978 7 23,275
1979 5 16,750

1980 7 23,000
1981 4 10,600

TOl'A L8 1,885 8,243,362

Note: The sudden drop in production in FY 71 was due to the temporary curtail-
ment of the P.L.-480 Thxtbook Program by the government of India at the time of
the Pak-Indo War.

Three full-time American Book Program officers administered the program
(luring its first ten years (FY 62-72): since FY 72 it has been under the general
direction of the USIS librarian.

Some residual AID funds from the third "tranche" were utilized in FY 75,
accounting for the sharp inc -ease in textbooks published during that year.
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1,256

229

620

2,106

1975

1,130

402

296

1,828

1976-5-Q
uarter

1,344

441 -

1,785

1977

881

106 -

987

1978

768

29 -

791

1979

565

16 -

581

1980

502

23 -

525

123,664

11,994

18,923

154,491

480

T
hxtbooks,

prim
arily

in E
nglish

and

in India,

w
ere

financed

by

foreign

currency

generated

from

the

sale

of
agricultural

products.

"L
ow

-Priced

R
ook

Program
s

produced

for c poi

t sales

through

com
m

ercial

firm
s.
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APPENDIX G
THE ASIA FOUNDATION

Distribution of Books and Journals
by Countries (1954-1981)

Country
'Us!

Volumes Books Journals '

Afghanistan 100,692 87,832 12,860
Bangladesh 1,833,558 1,158,618 174,940
Burma 110,959 88,925 22,034
Cambodia 9,196 8,591 606
Hong Kong 120,500 104,762 15,788
India s,,,, 670,484 499,838 170,601
Indonesia 824 ::1 628,291 196,040
Japan 2,816,260 2,195,901 320,859
Korea 938,198 721,320 21 ,878
Laos 18,290 15,888 ,407
Malaysia 1,220,998 1,185,166 3,832
Maldives,

Republic of 5,901 5,901
Nepal 11,778 9,194
Pacific Islands , 90,289 89,174
People's Republic

of China 85,994 23,761 "4Pakistan 830,761 719,682 "'11,069
Philippines 7,945,397 7,315,028 680,369
Singapore 173,114 168,402 4,712
Sri Lanka 291,939 272,270 19,669
Tkiwan 325.080 277,851 47,229
Thailand 295,466 231,960 63,505
Vietnam , 842,830 809,758 83,072

GRAND TOTAL. 18,161,929 16,618,098 1,143, 1
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APPENDIX H
THE AD HOC ADVISORY COMMITTED

This study, commissioned by the Center for the Book, was prepared with help
from many members of the center's national advisory board Listed here are
members of the ad hoc committee formed to serve a., advisers for this project. Its
members are from the advisory board of the Center for the Book, the Association
of American Publishers, and the U.S. Information-Agency.

Leo N. Albert, Chairman
Chairman of the Board, PrenticeHall International, Inc.

Saundra L. Smith, Secretary
Director, International Division
Association of American Publishers, Inc.

Members

Robert E. Baensch
Vice PresidentMarketing,

twHill International Book Co.

Pierre B. Barnett
Vice President, Houghton Mifflin Co.
Director, International Division,
Houghton Mifflin Co.

John L. Beauchamp .
Director, International Department
Random Inc.

Simon Michael Bessie
Director, Harper & Row, Inc.

Alexander J. Burke, Jr.
President, McGraw-Hill InEern4ional Book Co.

Nicholas G. Chantiles
Vice President, lr.ternational
Times-Mirror Book Co., Inc.

Paul E. Feffer
President, Feffer & Simons, Inc.
Chairman, International Division
Association of American Publishers, Inc.

W. Gordon Graham
Chairman & CEO, Butterworth Publishers, Ltd.
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Kenneth Thurston Hurst
ExPresident, Prentice-Hall International, Inc.

Dan Lacy
Senior Vice President, McGraw-Hill, Inc.

Donald E. McNeil
Chief, Book Programs Division
U.S. Information Agency .

Andrew H. Neilly, Jr.
Chairman & CEO, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Peter H. Neumann
President, Peter Neumann Associates, Inc.

4i
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ts.

About the Author.

Cukis G. Benjamin, a major force at McGraw-Hill and in the
publishing world for more than fifty years, completed this volume
,shortly before his death in Noverriber 1983 at the age of eighty-.
two. An informed spokesman for thil.".U.S. book-publishing indus-
try, he was also an effective promoter of multinational publishing
4nd American book-exporting programs. His energy, Innovative
ideas, and contribution to American publishing were recognized
in 1975 when his c.clleagues established the Curtis G. Benjami,n
Award for Creative Publishing, which is sponsored by the Associ-
ation of American Publishers

In 1952 Curtis Benjamin was elected director of the American
Book Publishers Council and of the American 'Ibxtbook Pub-
lishers 1.-istitute, two organizations which merged in 1970 to form
the AAsociation of American Publishers. "Uncle Ben," 'as' he was
affectionately known throughout the community of, the book,
.41-w," as chairman of the Pook Industry Joint Committee on
Copyright, 1959-05, 1971-72, and was .chairman of the U.S. Book
Publishers' Delegation to the USSR for the State Department in
1%2. He served on numerous other comMittees and commissions,
among them the Government Advisory Committee on. Interna-
tional Rook and Library Programs (chairman, 1962-64), the Sci-
ence Information Council of the National Science Foundation
(1959-0), 1964-07), die Asian Book Development Seminars in
New Delhi and Singapore (cochairman, 1969), and the Ditchley
Foundation Conference of Anglo-American Book Publishers

, (1969).
In 1962 the McGraw-Hill Book Company, which under Curtis

Benjamin's leadership had extended original publishing to fifteen
countries, received the first "E" award for excellence in book
export development. After his retirement in 1966, Curtis Ben-
jamin continued to ser \e as an adviser' for the hook publishing
/industry, especially promoting the international interests of
hooks. Ever eager to learn, he gathered firsthand information
about lmok* pnblishing ;old distribution through travel in fiftyfour
countries around the world throughout his long career.
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